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* TOPOLOGICAL THEORY OF HADRONS I: MESONS 

Henry P. Stapp 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, CA 94720 

ABSTRACT 

Spin is incorporated into the hadronic topological 

expansion scheme. Spin analogs of Chan-Paton factors are 

introduced in a way that avoids the troubles encountered in 

earlier attempts. Those troubles, at the meson level, were, 

first, the occurrence of twice the wanted number of pseudo-

scalar and vector mesons; second, the occurrence of parity-

doublet partners of the pseudo-scalar and vector mesons; and 

third, the occurrence of these parity-doublet partners as 

particles of negative metric, called ghosts. These troubles 

are all avoided by introducing a new topological level, called 

zero- entropy, that lies below the ordered level. At the zero-

entropy level quarks of opposite chirality are treated as 

distinct particles. The theory has been extended to all hadrons, 

and the basic particles are exactly those of the constituent quark 

model, which for baryons start with the (56+) and (70-). The 

theory is formulated in the M-function framework, where the 

"quarks" are represented by two-component spinors, and it entails 

SU(6)W symmetry of the hadronic vertices. at a low level of the 

topological expansion. 

.'X 

This work was supported i!l part by the Director, Office of 
Energy Research, Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics, 
Division of High Energy Physics of the U.S. Department of 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A scattering amplitude can be represented as a sum of contributions 

from all ways in which th~ process can occur. Each contribution has 

a phase factor, and the scattering amplitude between randomly chosen. 

states tends to be small due to an averaging-out of these phase factors. 

The dominant transitions are between states in which the clements of 

order characterizing the initial state are carried into the final 

state in some "direct" way. 

This tendency of the the dominant transitions to preserve order 

is.particularly important in hadron physics, due to the inherent 

complexity of the hadrons and their interactions. Indeed, this 

order-preserving tendency has been made the basis of a successful 

approximation procedure for meson physics. This procedure is based 

not on the smallness of any coupling constant but rather on the 

smallness of contributions that do not preserve order. Order is 

defined so that it is preserved by.contributions to the scattering 

amplitude that correspond to sequences of scattering events 

represented by graphs that can be drawn in a plane with no lines 

crossing. Contributions from non planar graphs generally have phase 

factors that tend to average to zero in high-energy regimes. 

TIlis topological approach to hadron dynamics, which originated 

in some works by Veneziano
l

, and has been pursued by many workers, 

has been recently reviewed by Chew and Rosen~ii. They show how 

the topological expansion procedure, combined with the requirements of 

unitarity, analyticity, duality, and Lorentz invariance, organizes and 

predicts many of the dominant features of meson physics. 
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The two major deficiencies in the theory described by Chew and 

Rosenzweig are the omission of spins and baryons. The aim of the 

present work is to complete the theory by incorporating these two 

elements. The group-theoretic properties of the constituent-quark model 

of hadrons are also incorporated. Thus the leading baryons constructed 

from three kinds of flavors fall into the familar (56~ 0+) and (70, 1-) 

multiplets. 

The theory is fonnulated completely within the S-matrix framework, 

and involves no microscopic description of the hadrons in terms of 

quark wave functions. Thus it provides a covariant approach to 

hadron physics that incorporates the group-theoretic properties of 

the constitutent-quark model and has no confinement problem. 

The theory is the product of a long intennittent collaboration 

with Geoffrey Chew, and his ideas are woven into it in many ways. 

The technical fonnulations are of my O\.;n making, but the general 

strategy incorporates key suggestions by Chew. 

The present paper is associated with a recent series of papers 

by Chew and Poenaru. 3 It describes technical results that have been 

used in the development of their ideas. However, the aims of Chew 

and Poenaru are broader than those of the present work, which 

simply accepts the group-theoretic structure of the constituent

quark model on the basis of its empirical success. Chew and Poenaru 

seek to derive the group-theoretic structures from topological 

considerations and consequently need a richer topological structure 

than the one used here. Their topological structure contains, in 

addition to the quark-particle graphs of the present theory, and 

" ~ 
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surface upon which these graphs are imbedded, also a second surface, 

called the quantum surface, in which the group-theoretic relations 

associated with flavor and other symmetries reside. 

In the present work flavor is an unconstrained variable. The 

flavor structure may in fact be determined by the nonlinear dynamical 

.equations, but it is not detennined within the present framework by 

topological considerations alone. 

The theory is based on the covariant treatment of spin provided 

by the IJI function formalism. Since the earlier description of this 

formalism
4 

was very brief the key points are described here in §2, 

with particular emphasis on those results that are important in the 

context of the present work. 

The incorporation of spin into the meson sector is described in 

§3. The principal innovation, compared to earlier similar efforts 

in this direction,S,6 is the relaxing of the requirement of parity 

invariance at the lowest level of the topological expansion: this invar

iance comes later from a sum over different zero-entropy amplitudes. 

The results are summarized and compare to earlier works in §4. 

.. 
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Baryons are treated in paper II. In lowest order the topological 
structure is 

essentially the same as in the meson sector. This is achieved 

by treating the baryon at the lowest-order (zero-entropy) level of 

the topologi~al expansion as a quark-diquark combination. A novel 

feature in the baryon sector is the introduction of a two-dimensional 

representation of the penmltation group S3 in association with 

each of the vector indices ~i that arise in connection with the 

Regge recurrences of the baryons. The physical amplitudes are 

required to be . invariant under all permutations of the group S3' 

applied sepal'ate1y to each baryon. This imposes a full permutation 

symmetry analogous to that of the constituent-quark model, and leads 

to the familiar ~ = 0 and ~ = 1 mu1tiplets. 

2. SPIN 

2.1. Lorentz Transformations in Spin Space 

Let ° represent the Pauli spin-matrix four-vector 
~ 

° ~ (00' 01'02' 03) 
-+ 

(I, 0), (2.1) 

where 00 . is the two-by-two unit matrix and 01' 02" and 03 are 

(il 

6 

the three Pauli matrices: 

(0 1) (0 -i) (1 ° ) 
°1 1 ° ' °2 = i 0 ' °3 = ° -1 . 

(2.2) 

Let A and B be any two-by-two matrices with determinant one. 

Then the Lorentz transformation matrix L~ (A,B) is defined by 
v 

Aa B 
~ 

v 
0v L ~ (A,B) - (ooL) 

~ 
(2.3) 

(Repeated vector and spinor iridices are always to .be summed.) 

Let a represent the Pauli spin-matrix four vector 
~ 

o~ (1, -0). (2.4) 

Then 

1 -
I Tr o~ov ~v ' 

(2.5) 

where ~v is .the Lorentz metric' tensor with diagonal elements 

(1, -1, -1, -1). ' 

Let e = - i °2 
eTr be the (charge) conjugation matrix, 

and let M be any two-by-two matrix. Then the Pauli identity 

e-1 MTre M det M. (2.6) 

entails that 

e-10 Tre = ~ 
~ ~ 

(2.7) 

and that 
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o LV (A,B) 
V II 

_ (ooL) 
II 

(Z.8) 

To specify four different ways of applying transforms to spin 

indices four different types of spinor indices are introduced. The 

spin transformation A = A(A,B) acts on the different types of 

spinor indices according to the rules: 

, 
A Cp ) 

a 
A a cp, :: (A~ 

a a a 
(Z.9) 

A (cpe) cp B8' = (cpB)o 
0, 0 B 
B B 

A (cpS) (B -1) S S' 
8'CP 

(B-lcp)S 

A (cpa) cpa' (A-I) a (<PA-l)a . 
a' 

Thus the transformation to be applied is determined by the location 

of the index (upper or lower) and whether it is dotted or undotted; 

The Qperator A acts like the identity on any sum of the form 

a 8 
cp Ij!a or CPslj! For example, 

A (cpalj!a ) (A<P
a

) (1\1j! ) 
a 

(cpa' A-~a)(A a" Ij!N II ) 

a a ~ 

a 
<p Ij!a (Z.lO) 

., -, 
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Let aI' a
Z

' ... , a
Zn 

be any set of Zn four-vectors. Then 

1 T - -"2 r aIoo aZoo a
3

0 0 ..• aZnoo (Z.ll) 

is a Lorentz-invariant function of the four-vectors a
l

, ... aZn . To 

see this let the indices on a and 0 be specified always in the 
II II 

following way: 

o -+- a 0 

II llaB 

Then (Z.3) and (Z.8) become 

AO
ll 

(ooL) 
II 

a -+- a Sa 
II II 

Ao 
II 

(0 0 L) • 
II 

(Z.lZa) 

(Z.lZb) 

Application of the operator A leaves invariant the trace 

(Z.ll), due to (Z.lO). It gives, alternatively, by virtue of (Z.lZ), 

i Tr (ooLal ) (ov 0 Laz)··· (ozn' LaZn)' (Z.13) 

Thus the trace is invariant under any Lorentz transformation of all 

the vectors ai . 

Two important special cases are 

1 T -"Z r al oo aZ
oo 

which follows from (2.5), and 

a l
o aZ ' 

(Z.14a) 

c ., 
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. 1 T - -7 r al,a aZ' u a
3
·a a

4
·a 

(al ' a
Z

) (a
3 

• a4) + (a
l

' a
4
) (a

Z 
• a

3
) - (a

l 
. a~~.a4) 

+ i [aI' aZ' a3, a41 , (Z.14b) 

where 

[aI' aZ' a3 , a41 
]..I v a <5 £ 

al aZa3a4 ]..Iva <5 (Z .15) 

Here £ is the fully antisymme.tric matrix with £01Z3 1. 

Z.Z Covariant Spin-Projection Operators 

Let p= mv' be the momentum-energy of a f~.~E:l,ly moving 

particle, as measured in some general Lorentz frame ~. Let s 

be a spin vector that satisfies s· p = O. Let ~(v) be 

the particle-rest-frame obtained by applying a "boost" to Y.:. 

This boost iSa'Lorentz transformation tha-t leaves unchanged any 

space component that is peD1endicuiar to ~. The vectors v and 

s as measured in !fry) are 

and 

vr = (v
r

1-l) = (vro,~r) 

sr = Csr )' = (Sro, -;r) 
1-1 ' 

(I, 0,0,0) 

.() r r r) 
( , Sl' 52' s3 

The rest-frame projection operator is 

(Z.16a) 

C2.16b) 

preS) 1 +r +) 
- (1 + S ' ° 2 

10 

l " 

1 r r 1-1- 1 r r _ 
7 (v + s ) 01-1 = 2 (v + s ). 0· (2.17) 

This operator projects onto the spin state in wh'ich the spin is 

. r +r ,r 
dIrected along s = (0, s) as measured m ~ (v), and hence 

along s as measured in ~. 

-r r 
TIle operator P (s) refers to the rest frame ~ (v)" To 

eliminate this frame dependence one may apply the boost A(A,B~ 

,that converts pr from its form in ~r (v) to its form in the 

general coordinate frame ~: 

pr (s) -+ A (v) p(r)Cs) 

B.~lp(r) (s) A- 1 

~O' (Lvr 
+ Lsr) 

1 _ 
La' (v + s) 

1 
2" (v + s)· a 

pes, v) (Z.18) 

Real Lorentz transformations are generated by matrices A and 

B that satisfy A = B t, where dagger denotes hermitian conjugation. 
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For rotations A is unitary, but for boosts A is hermitian. The 

boost A(A,B) 
-r 

that converts the rest frame fonn P into the general 

coordinate system form P is 

A(v) Bt(v) 

A-l(v) Bt-l(v) 

where 

.rv-;o = exp ~ (;. n) 

and 

v • a exp a(; . j~) 

Note that 

v·a v·o 

and 

A·r (v) ;-v-;-a 

B-l(V) .; v • a 

cosh ~ + n . t sinh ~ 

cosh a + n ~ sinha 

v~a 
~ 

0-+-+ 
V +v.a 

0-+-+-+ :: v + n . a Ivl 

I 

.rv-;cr ;-v--;-a 1 

(Z.19a) 

(Z.19b) 

(2.20) 

(Z.21) 

(2.ZZa) 

(Z.ZZb) 

Another useful form is 

"rv-;o 

The operator 

lZ 

-+ -+ 
vo + 1 + v· a 

k 
(ZvO + Z)2 

P(s,v) Iv.o ~(l+sr.Q);v-:--a 

1 (_ _) . 
=! v • a + s • a 

(Z. Z3) 

(Z.Z4) 

is called a covariant spin operator. The vectors v and s 

occurring in P(s. v) have components ~ and s~ that refer to 

the general frame of reference ~. 

-1 -1 
Because the boost operators A and B are hermitian, 

rather than unitary, the operator pes, v) is not a true projection 

- 2 - -+ operator: pes, v) f pes, v) for v f o. 

The covariant spin operators are Lorentz invariant spinor 

functions in the Gense that 

AP(L-ls, L-lv) Pes, v) . (2.25) 

Here A A (A, B) and L .; L(A,B). This result follows directly 

from (Z.12). 

Z.3 M Functions 

Consider first a scattering process involving one spin-~ 

particle in the initial state and one spin-~ particle in the final 

state, and an arbitrary number of spinless particles. Let 

p =(Pa,ta;~'\;,Pc,tc;· .. ;Pd.td)' where Pa is the 

mathematical momentum-energy of the final spin-~ particle, Pb 

( 
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is the mathematical momentum-energy of the initial spin-~ particle, 

and Pc' ... ,Pd are the mathematical momentum-energy vectors of 

the spinlessparticles. The Inathematical momentum-energy vectors are 

equal to plus or minus the physical momentum~energy vectors for 

final and initial particles respectively. Thus Pa = mava and 

. h 0 . 0 
Pb = - mb vb' were va> 0 and vb > O. 

The tj are the· mathematical type labels. They are'related 

to the physical-type labels tl?hys by the relation t·. = tl?hys,/sign p?, 
J J J J 

where t. and -to label relat·ive antiparticles. Thesetype 
J J. . 

variables are sometimes suppressed. 

According to quantum theory the probability fora 'scatterIng 

specified by (p, sa' sb) is proportional to 

1 -r ... -r t 
I Tr P (sa) S(p) P (sb) SlP) , (2.26) 

where S(p) is the S matrix. This can be written equivalently as 

1 - ~ T 
2 Tr P(sa' va) M(p) r(sb' vb) M (p) 

where, as in.§ 2.2, 

and 

P(sa' va) 
-r ;v--:a P (s) ;;;-;a 

a a a 

P(Sb' vb) = I Vb" a pr(sb) / vb. "a 

!vI(p) 

Mi-(p) 

;v-;--a S (p ) 
a 

~ S\Pl 

;v:-:-o 
. b 

;v-;--a 
a 

(2.27) 

(2.28a) 

(2.28b) 

(2.29a) 

(2.29b) 

The physical probability is assumed to be Lorentz invariant. This 

{ 11 
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physical invariance ensures that if the spin indices of M(p) and 

!vr(p) are assigned spin-index type according to the rules 

Mep) -+ MaS (p) (2.30a) 

and 
t t 

M (p) -+ MaS(p), (2.30b) 

then the spinor functions M(p) and j/(p) are Lorentz invariant: 

for all proper (det L = 1) real Lorentz transformations 

11M (L -1 (p)) M(p) (2.31a) 

and 

lIM
t

(L-
1

(p)) M(p) , (2.3lb) 

with 

L -1 (p) -1 -1 -1 -1 
- (L Pa' L pt, L Pc' ... ,L Pd)·(2.3lc) 

These invariance properties entail that if m~(p) and mt~(p) are 

defined by 

M(p) :: 1'111 (p) 0].1 =' m(p) " 0 (2.32a) 

and 

Mt( ) =' .. p m~(p)o =' mt(p) " 0 
].1 

(2.32b) 

then the quantities m~(p) and mi~ (p) are vector functions of 

the set of vectors p: 

m~ (L(p)) 

m t].1 (L(p)) 

L~ mV(p) 
v . 

tv ) 
L~ vm (p 

(Lm(p)) 

(Lmi-(p))ll 

(2.33a) 

(2.33b) 
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Consequently, by virtue of (Z.lZ),the spinor functions 

and 

M(p) = m~(p)o = m(p)'o 
~ 

-t t\.l - t -M (p) = m· (p) au = m (p) • a 

are also Lorentz invariant spinor functions: 

AM(L-l(p)) M(p) 

and 

A~l t (L -1 (p) ) M(p) 

(Z.34a) 

(Z.34b) 

(Z.35a) 

(Z.35b) 

These simple transformation properties do not hold for the S-matrix 

S(p) . 

The foregoing discussion can be immediately extended to processes 

in which there are n initial spin ~ particles, n final spin i 
particles, and n' spinless particles. In this case the M 

function can be written in the form (with type labels suppressed) 

M(Pal'Ct l ; PbI'Sl; PaZ' Ctz; ptZ' 8Z; ... ; Pan' Ctn ; Pbn' Bn; PI' ... ,Pn') 

n 

i=l 
II a~iCtlBi 

(Z.36) \.Il\JZ •. ·\In(P) x 
= m 

\Jl' . ·~n. . 
where m " (p) IS a tensor functlOn of the vectors 

" 
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p (p l,Pbl ... ,p Pb PI" .. , p ,): a " • an, n, n 

~l" '~n(L(p)) m (
n \.Ii) vI" ·\in 
IT L v. m (p). 

i=l 1 " 

(Z.37) 

The way in which the n initial spin-~ particles are associated 

wi th the n final spin-~ particles is immaterial: (Z. 37) holds in 

any case. 

Z.4 Parity 

Let S(p) be written as S(p) = S+(p) + S_(p), (Z.38) 

where 

S ± (p) = ± S ± (p) (Z.39) 

Here 

P = (PI' Pz, ... , PN) , 

(JYj) 
o .... 

(Pt' - Pi)' (Z.40a) 

and 

(~) (p?, -p.) 
1 "1 

(Z.40b) 

Let an intrinsic parity E j be assigned to each particle 

define the parity operator BP by 

j, and 

BP (S(p)) 
N 

IT E'SCP), 
j=l J 

.. 

(2.41) 

"' 
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The product of E i ',s for allowed processes must be + 1 or -1. 

Invariance under parity is then expressed by the equation 

.0/' (S (p)) S(p) . (2.42 ) 

If this equation is satisfied then S 
N E 

defined in (2.38) must 

be zero unless E IT E·. 

j=l ] 

Conside- a process in which n initial spin-J, particles, 

i 1, ... ,n, are scattered into n final spin-J, particles. Let 

p. and Pb' denbte the final and initial mathematical momentlDTI-energies 
a1 1 

oftre i th particle. Let (PI" .. , Pn') denote the momenta of n' 

spinless particles that also participate in the reaction. Then 

as already mentioned, the M matrix can be written 

M(Pal' tal; Pbl' t bl ; Pan' tan; Pbn' tbn; PI' t l ; •. ';Pn" tnJ 

III 
m 

II 
n(p, t) 

n (i) 

IT dll · 
i=l 1 

(2.4:3) 

where the matrix elements of a(~) are ~f.a.S. The connection 
III ~1 1 1 

of M(p) to S(p) can be represented by the equation 

M(p) (IT ;,~rrr) S(p) (~ ;lV
b1 

.• all)) 
i al 1 

- ,;v;;;a S(p) ~. (2.44 ) 

Define now 

M± (p) .= (~ / vai ~-~) S+ (p) (~ t~.~ ). 
1 - 1 

(2.45) 

·j 
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Then 

M (p) 
± ' ( 1- ' (1)) (/- ll)) 

~ vai • a Step) ~ vbi • Q 

= ± (ITA .. Ji)) S (p) (rrh (1)) . a1 ,± . v .• a 
, 1 1 b1 

(i) 
± ( IT v '.0 )M (pH IT vb' 

i a1 ± i 1 
.IP1. (2.46) 

This equation can be inverted to give 

M (p) = ±( IT v .• a(i)) M+(p)(IT vb'. a(i)). 
± i a1 , - i 1 (2.47) 

The parity transformation applied to the M functions is defined 

to be 

.0/' (M(p)) - ( ~ E.) (IT v .• a(i)) M(p) (r:r vb'· a(i)).(2.48) 
j=l ] i alII ' 

Then (2.48) and (2.47) ensure that the condition 

jP(M(p)) = M(p) (2.49) 

N 
is equivalent to the condition that ~ be zero unless E = IT E', 

j =1 J 

which is equivalent to the parity invariance condition .o/'(S(p)) = S(p). 

For n distinguishable spin-J, particles the no-scattering part 

of the S matrix has the form 

So(p) 
neC') 33 ] IT (a 1 )(2n) 0 (p . + Pb') 2w. . 

i=l 0 alII 
(2.50) 
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The corresponding M function is 

MO(p) 
n C) 3 3 
n [v.·v I (2"IT) 0 (Pai + Pbi)2WiJ . 

i=l I 

(2.51) 

In order that this no-scattering part be invariant under parity 

(for each particle i separately) we must take E:ai £bi = 1 for 

all i. But then (2.48) gives 

f/(Pa • (5 ) (- Pb • G) • (2.52) 

This relationship, which stems from the condition that the no-

scattering part be nonzero, is used later. 

2.5 Ctossing 

Analysis of the pole singularityll sbows that the analytic 

continuation of M(p) along an agrropriate path from an original 

. 0 . h 0 /0· h reglOn where p . > a to a reglOn were p. -.. gIves t e 
al al 

function that describes a process in which the final particle of 

type tai 

by the 

is replaced by an initial particle of type -t
ai

, 

,mt:ipartic1e of the original particle of type tai' 

i. e., 

If the 

final particle tai carries q units of any conserved quantity 

out of the reaction then the antiparticle -t . must carry -q units 
al 

into the reaction. This holds both for the total momentum-energy 

Pai' for the components of spin, and for any quantity that is 

conserved by virtue of invariance under a p-independent transformation 

property. Consequently, the mathematical momentum-energy vector Pai' 

the mathematical spin vector sai' and the mathematical type label 

tai are equal, after the continuation, to minus their physical values: 

20 

Pai 
0 phys /sign Pai 

Pai (2.53a) 

sai 
0 :phys /sign Pai sai (2.53b) 

0 

tai tP~Ys /sign Pai 
al 

(2.53c) 

,.<\ similar argument gives 

Pbi 
phys . 0 

Pbi / SIgn Pbi (2.53d) 

sbi = - sb~Ys /sign Pbl 12.53e) 

tbi 
phys . 0 

tbi / SIgn Pbi . (2.53f) 

The minus sign in (2.S3e) arises from the fact that sbi characterizes 

the physical spin of the initial particle bi, not minus the physical 

spin. The Pbi and tbi were defined originally to be minus the 

physical momentum-energy vector and minus the physical particle-type 

of the incoming particle (bi), and hence the equations for these are 

the same as those for p. and t .. 
al al 

The quantitites occurring in the transition probability formula 

Tr i (va + s~.a M(p~,tai Pb' t b) 

x i (vb"" stl·& Mt(Pa' tai Pb' t b) (2.54) 

are to be interpreted with the aid of (2.53). Thus, for example, if 
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p~ and P~ are both positive then the sa and sb in (2.54) 

are sPhys and _sPhys 
a b' respectively. and the particle types ta and 

tb and ~hysare tbhys
. In this way we can use the same expression 

(2.54) in all the different channels. 

The parity transfonnation [1/ was defined to be 

[1/(M(p) ) ( ~E;\ (~ v ' . cr) M(pi (~ vb" cr) 
j=l "Y i=l a1 L=l 1 . (2.55) 

In the original (direct) channel (po, > 0, pOb' <0) the parity 
a1 1 

invariance equation~M(p)) M(p) can be written as 

M(p) = n E, n ~ M(p) . n 1 
( 

N )(n p, •. cr) (n -Pb" cr.) 
j=l J. i=l mai i=l ~i 

= n E, n a1 M(p) n "~~- , ( 
n I J (n p,' cr) (n -p,' 0) 

j=l J i=l mai i=l mbi 

where use has been made of the" direct-channel result EaiEbi 

derived from forwar-d scattering. (See (2.51)). 

Analytic continuation to the crossed channel avoids all 

(2.56) 

1, 

singularities of M(p) and MCP). 'fi'us equation (2.56) must hold 
nl 

in all channels, with the factor n E, from the spinless 
j=l J 

particles defined as in the original direct channel. This 

equation gives 

M(p) = . n E, . n sign P~i { . ~ sign P~i ( 
n I )( n ") / n ) 

J =1 J ]'=1 \1.-1 

x (~ v .' ) M(Ji) (~ vb" cr) 
i=l a1 1 i=l 1 

(2.57) 

i\ 
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It will be shown presently that the parity transformation is 

defined in ap channels by (2.55). Thus one can conclude that the 

Ej for the spinless particles is channel independent and that 

E ai Ebi 
. 0 . 0 

Slgn P ai Slgn Pbi (2.58) 

This means, in particular, that the intrinsic parity of each spin-~ 

particle must reverse under continuation to a crossed channel and 

that the intrinsic parity of a particle-antiparticle pair is -(-l)i. 

The product of the intrinsic parities of the particles of a 

parity conserving process is physically well defined: it ts equal 
Ei, 

to the sign E in S(p) = ES(p), and hence to (-1) J The 

argument leading to the equivalence of [1/(S(p) = S(p)), to 

~I(p)) = M(p) , with [1/ as defined in (2.55), was inade explicitly 

in the direct channel. However, it·holds equally well in all channels, 
N 

provided the same factor n E. occurs in both [1/(S(p)) and 
j=l J . 

~(M(P)). Any extra sign or phase factor e
1

</>, that one might 

introduce into the connection between S(p) and M(p)~ in any 

given physical region, would be the same throughout that physical 

region and would drop out of (2.47), and hence not affect the 

argument that demonstrates the equivalence beto/een [1/(S(p)) = S(p) 

and [1/(Iv!(p)) = M(P), with ~(M(P)) defined as in (2.48) or (2.55). 

Thus this definition is applicable in all channels, and the result 

(2.58) on the intrinsic parities of spin ~ particles holds. 12 

2.6· AntipatticleConjugation 

Consider a process in which P~i and P~i are both positive, 

so that the two associated particles are both final particles. 
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Suppose that t.= - t
b
·, so that these two final particles are relative 

al 1 

antiparticles. 

Consider now an original value of (p., Pb') and an analytic 
al 1 

continuation that stays in the physical region of the process, but 

interchanges Pai and Pbi leaving all other p'S unchanged. Suppose 

we interchange also s~hYS and sb
hyS 

Then the original process and 

the second one are physically the same except for the interchange 

t . ++ tb" which is just t· +4 al 1 al 
- t .. 

al 

Suppose that the transition probabilities for these two processes 

were the same. Then the process would be invariant under the 

transformation t ........ - t " 
al al 

k1tiparticle conjugation invariance 

is invariance under the analogous change t .++ - t. for all i. 
al al 

If we keep only one particle-antiparticle pair, for notational 

simplicity, the antiparticle conjugation invariance condition 

described above is 

Tr(v
a 

+ s~hys ).0 M(Pa' Pb) (Vb - sbhys).o M-:- (P
a

' Pb) 

= Tr (v~ + s~phYS).a M(p~, Pb)(v
b 

- sbPhY~.o Mt(p~, Pb),(2.59) 

where (2.53) and (2.54) are used, and 

p' Pb 
10> 0 

a Pa 

Pb Pa p
,O 

> 0 
b 

I phys phys 
5 sb a 

,phys sPhys (2.60) sb a 

~' 
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To see the consequences of this condition define 

~M(Pa' t; Pb' -t) = ua '0 M(Pb, t; Pa -t) ~ • 0 (2.61) 

where u = P 1m and u
b 

= a a a Pb/~. Define also 

M(±) =} (1 ±~) M. (2.62) 

Then M = M(+) + M(_l)' and the property (~)2 = 1 gives 

CM M(+ ) - M( _) . (2.63) 

Hence if M = M(+) or M( _) then M = ± ~M. 

Insertion of this condition M = ± ~ M into the ill side of 

(2.59) gives 

phys ) -Tr (v + 5 '0 U '0 
a a a M(Pb' Pa) ub' 0 

phys -
x (Vb - sb ). 0 ub'o 

-t 
M (Pb' Pa) ua'o 

Tr (v - sPhys ).0 
-
M (Pb' Pa) a a 

phys -t ) 
x (Vb + sb ).0 M (Pb' Pa 

Tr (Vb + sPhys -b )"') M(Pb' p)(v - sPhys ) -a a a '0 

(2.64 ) 

i" ) 
x M (Pb' Pa ' 

~ ~ 
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where in the second line the relations 

u " a u " a 1 (2.65,a) 
a a· 

and 

s a "(i U" a ua"a Sa" a for s " u = 0 
a a a 

(2.65b) 

are used, and in the last line the equations 

a C-1 (iIrC (2.66a) 

and 

(i C- l aIrc (2.66b) 

are used. Comparison of (2.64) to the RH side of (2.59), with the 

substitutions (2.60) made, shows that the conditionM =± ~M 

implies antiparticle conjugation invariance. 

Notice that 

~Pa"a= Pa" a (2.67a) 

and 

~Pb"a= Pb" a. (2.67b) 

Thus both Pa" a and Pb" a, and any superposition of them, are 

invariant under rio 

2.7 CPT Invariance 

The physical traJSIDrmation corresponding to CPT is 

phys -> phys phys -> _ phys tphys~ t Phys I <-+ Out. 
Pj Pj Sj Sj j j' n 

(2.68a) 

~ 
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The corresponding mathematical transformation is. by virtue of (2.53), 

p. ->-p .• 
J. J Sj -> Sj' t.->t .. 

J J 
(2.68b) 

Thus CPT invariance is equivalent to invariance of transition proba-

bilities under the transformation Pj -> - Pj (all j). 

Any Lorentz invariant spinor function M( p) , is invariant, up to a 

sign, under the transformation p. -> - p. (all j). For the Lorentz 
J J 

invariance condition 

ill.l( L-l(p)) M(p) (2.69 ) 

applied for the case A 1, B - 1 gives, by virtue of (2.3) 

and (2.9), 
N 

M( -p) = (-1) '\vr( p ), (2.70 ) 

where Nd is the number of dotted spinor indices (I mean here dotted 

two-valued spinor indices: Dotted (undotted) spinor indices for 

spin ~ particles can be constructed trivially by combining 

n + 2m dotted (undotted) two-valued spinor indices by means of the 

usual Clebsch-Gordan coeffieients. Thus a dotted spin 
n . 
2' splnor 

iruiex contributes a term n to N
d

) 

The matrix B = -1 can be continuously connected to B 1 

by the matrix 

B(l/! ) t:'; ,-~,;) (2.71) 

which satisfies B(O) 1 and B( 1) - 1. 
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Since all Lorentz invariants are invariant under all real and complex 

Lorentz transformations the transformation L(A,B) L(1, B(t/I)), with 

o .;;; t/I';;; 1, must generate complex values of the Pj' since no real 

mass-shell vector p. (t/I) can interpolate p. ~ - p .. 
J J J 

The matrices M(p) and ~~p) have been assigned the transformation 

properties indicated by the indices M. (p) and MT. (p). For 
as as 

real p the matrices M(p) and M·t- (p) are related by hermitian con-

jugation: 

M:S (p) * (MSa (p)) . (Z.72a) 

Thus if M is transformed by a real Lorentz transformation to 

* AMB then M * * * t is transformed to A M B and tv! is transformed 

to B \It At = AM t B, as indicated by the indices on M:S 

For complex Lorentz transformations the condition A = Bt does 

not hold. However, (2.72a) is then inappropriate: the appropriate 

definition is 

* 
1.{~S (p) * M (p)_ 

Sa 
* (M

Sa 
(p )) (2.72b) 

This quantity is an analytic function of p, whereas the function 

* on the RH side of (2. 72a) is an analytic function of p. The 

function ~i:- defined in (2. 72b) will continue to satisfy the 

Lorentz invariance condition 

( .g A(i)\ Mt(L-l(A'B)(P))(.~ 
1=1 J 1=1 

B(i)) 

Mt (p) (2.73) 
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for complex Lorentz 

bilities the factor 

Nd 
factor (-1) from 

transformations.
13 

Thus in the formula for proba

Nd 
(-1) from (2.70) will be cancelled by the same 

~/ (-p) 
N 

(-1) ~t(p) (2.74) 

Hence probabilities will be invariant under CPT. 

2.8 Statistics 

The order of writing the variables is important. If the variables 

in the set of arguments p = (PI' t l ; PZ' t z; ... ; Pn' t
n

) is such 

that all variables referring to initial particles stand to the right 

of all variables referring to final particles then one may write 

p = (Pfin; Pin)' By convention 

S(Pfin; Pin) - < Pf' I Sip· 1n 1n 
(Z.75) > 

where Pin is obtained from Pin by reversing the signs of all 

energy vectors Pj and all type variables tj' and reversing the 

order of the variables. Thus if 

Pin (Pm' t m; Pn' t n) (2.76a) 

then 

Pin (-Pn' - t n ; ... - Pm' - t m)· (2.76b) 

The diagram representing < Pfin Is I p. > 
1n 

is generally 

drawn by ordering the lines from top to bottom in the sequence in 
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which the corresponding arguments of Pfin and Pin appear. 

lines corresponding to p-, are on the right-hand side; those , ln ' 

The 

corresponding to Pfin are on the left-hand side. The variables in 

(Z.50) are in the order (PIa' PZa, '" PZb, Plb) , so that each 

particle line goes straight through, without a change in order. 

The,functions S(p) and M(p) are assumed to be anti symmetric 

under the interchange of any two spin-~ particle variables (Pi' t
i

) 

and (Pj' t j ). Analytic continuation Pai + Pbi in (Z.5l) changes 

the sign of (Z.5l). This sign change is cancelled by the change of 

the order of variables required to bring the variables back into the 

form (Pfin; Pin)' Thus (Z.50) and (Z.5l) hold in all channels, for 

p = (Pfin; Pin)' with the corresponding variables of Pfin and 

Pin occurring in the same order. 

With these ccnventions the relationship (Z.45) between M(p) 

and S(p) holds in all channels. 

Combinatoric factors lin! are discussed in Appendix A of 

Fef. 14. 

3. MESONS 

3.1 The Zero-Entropy Amplitudes 

The basic building blocks of the topological expansion are the 

zero-entropy amplitudes. In the meson sector. each zero-entropy amplitude 

is represented by a simple quark diagram D of the kind shown in 

Fig. 1, or by the equivalent quark graph 

1 5 

Z -::::)~ Quark Diagram D 
~/--

3 ' 

G also shown there. 

1 .. / .. -. e 5 

J 
Z~ 

\, 
l·,_ 

, 
e4 Quark Graph G(D) 

Figure 1 A zero-entropy quark diagram D and the equivalent quark 

graph G = G(D), 

.. 
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The quark diagram D is converted to the equivalent quark 

graph G = G (D) by simply connecting to a vertex the ends ofthe two 

quark lines at each opening of D. Thus each vertex of a meson 

quark graph G corresponds, at some level of approximation, to 

an initial or final particle of a scattering process. The zero-

entropy amplitude corresponding to a process with n particles is 

represented, therefore, by a directed circular graph with n vertices. 

The n directed edges that connect these vertices 'all run in the same 

direction, as illustrated in Fig. 1. 

The quark graphs are not abstract graphs, but are graphs placed 

on an oriented surface. The orientation of the boundary of the 

oriented circular disc bounded by the quark line is indicated by a 

second arrow, as shown in Figs. Z and 3. The two graphs of Fig. Z 

are equivalent to each other, and the two graphs of Fig. 3 are 

equivalent to each other. But those of Fig. Z are not equivalent 

to those of Fig. 3. 

"...----", 

Z(( e5, 

\ ' 

}." 
---~--

3··/'~ 

't "\ 
zi ~ 4 

, i 

1'-- I ___ ~/ 5 e4 

(a) (b) 

Fig. Z. Two equivalent "ortho" graphs GO 
... ~-~-~ 

l' ~. 5 

I, e( e\ 
I ' 

Z ~ , 
\, 

3 '\". . . ./ti 4 
., ..... ~- .. 

2(1--", 
h ,··5 

" . ...., .. '-" 

(a) 

Fig. 3. Two equivalent "para" graphs GP 
(b) 
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The circular graphs in which the directions of all the quark 

lines agree with the direction of the boundary of the enclosed 

oriented disc, as in Fig. 2, are called "ortho" graphs. The 

circular graphs in which the directions of all the quark lines are 

opposite to the direction of the boundary of the oriented disc, as 

in Fig. 3, are called "para" graphs. 

For each ortho or para graph G there is a corresponding 

amplitude. If G has n vertices then this amplitude has a set 

()1) = (~l'···' ~n) of n vector indices. The amplitude corresponding 

to G has the form 

A(~) (G, p) F(~) (G, p)f(G, p), (3.1) 

where f(G, p) is a function of the scalar products of the 

mathematical momentum-energy vectors Pj appearing in the set 

of arguments p = (PI' t l ; ···;Pn' t
n
). For any ortho graph 

o 0 
G = G the function F( )(G , p) 

o 
F(~)(G , p) 

n ~ I 

II (2m. 2) -~ 
1 

i=l 

x Tr a Ploo a p °0 ••• 
~l 12 2 

is given explicitly by 

iJ p 00 
~ n n 

(3.2) 

This factor F(~)(~, p) is minus the trace of a matrix formed 

from right to left by following the sense of the quark arrows in 

~ and replacing each vertex i by a I IT and each edge by 
)1-

1 

the ortho quark "propagator" Paj 0 0 Imaj 
::: u - 0 0, where 

aJ 

Paj is the mathematical momentum-energy vector associated with 
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the vertex that lies on the leading end of that quark edge. 

If GP is the para graph obtained from GO by reversing the 

orientation of the disc then 

p _(fj) 0 
A(~)(G ,p) - irA(~)(G , p)). (3.3a) 

Thus the function A(G, p) is invariant under the parity operation, 

in the sense that if1JG
o 

= GP and 1JGP = GO then 

fi>A(~) (fi>G, p) A(~) (G, p). 

The action of fi> on any A is given by (2.48). Thus 

'!/f(G, p) f(G, p), 

and, by_virtue of (2.52), 

F(~)(GP, p) 
n 
n 

i=l 

(2m~) -J, 
1 

(3.b) 

(3.4a) 

x Tr(-Pl 0 0) a~ (-P2 0 0) iJ~ ... (-Pn oo) iJ~ (3.4) 
1 2 n 

This spinor part of the para amplitude is minus the trace of a 

matrix formed from right to left by following the sense of the 

quark arrows in GP and replacing each vertex i of GP by 

iJ I 12 and each edge by the para quark "propagator" - Pb - 0 o/m
b

· 
~i J J 

::: - l~Jo D, where P
bj 

is the-mathematical momentum-energy 
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vector associated with the vertex that lies on the trailing end of the 

quar~ edge. 

Notice that in both the ortho and para cases the orientation of 

the disc points from each edge to the vertex whose momentum appears 

in the propagator corresponding to that edge. 

Each vertex i is associated with a spin four-vector si' For 

a vector particle s.' p. = 0 and s? - l. 
1 1 1 

For a pseudo scalar 

particle s. = u., and s? = l. 
1 1 1 

The vector (is.) is the ·",ave function" 
1 

of particle i in spin space. The ortho and para amplitudes them-

selves are therefore 

o 
A(G , p,s) 

and 

A(GP, p, s) 

3.Z Parity 

ri 
- ( 1. ) Tr(sio 

/T"' 

o 
x f(G , p) 

n 

Ui a 

( -i ) Tr(ui a sl'cr 
IX 

x f(GP, p) 

s ,0-
n )Jn~a) 

una 5 n'O-) 

(3.58) 

(3.5b) 

Let GO and GP be ortho and paragraphs related by disc 

reversal. Since A(Go) and A(GP) are related l¥ A(GP) = ~(G <>.J, 1:le 

sum A(GP) + A(Go) is invariant under parity. To see this 

explicitly use 

u .• o S., a ± S.' a U·' a 
1 1 1 1 

{
' + for spin 
- for spin 

o 
1 

(3.6) 

to obtain 

A(GP, p,s) 

where fP(p) = f(GP ,p) 

~ 
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. n 
( .:±.) (_l)no. of spin l's 

/'l 

x Tr sl'a ul ' 0 sn' a un' iJ 

x fP(p) 

. n 
( ~) (_l)no. of spin D's 

/'l 

x Tr sl'a 

x fP(p) , 

u '0 
1 

and ~(p) = f(~,p). 

snOa un' 0 

(3.7) 

Any trace Tr aI' 0 aZ' a a
3

, 0 ... a
Zn

' a is a sum of a scalar 

part that is unchanged by ai + ai and a pseudoscalar part that 

challges sign. Since fP(p) = fO(p) = fO(p) the equations (3.5a) 

and (3.7) imply ~ith AO = A(Go), AP = A(GP)) that 

AO + AP 

AO + AP 

2:X scalar part of A 
0 

if no. of spin zero's is even 

o 
Zx pseudoscalar part of A 

if no.of spin zero's is odd. 

(3.8a) 

(3.8b) 

This means that AO 
+ AP conserves parity, provided the spin-zero 

particles are identified as pseudo scalar particles and the spin-one 

particles are identified as vector particles. 
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3.3 Antiparticle Conjugation 

The ortho and para propagators are (Paj • a)/maj and 

(-Pb·· a)/~i' respectively. According to (2.67) these forms 
J -

are invariant under the antiparticle conjugation operation ri. This 

result suggests that tha ortho and para amplitudes should be 

separately invariant under antiparticle conj ugation. This invariance 

would, in fact, be strictly implied if the quarks could be considered 

separate entities, each with its own initial and final momenta Pbj 

and p .. It was the analytic continuation p . ~ Pb' of these 
~ ~ J 

momenta into each other that was the basis of the discussion of 

antiparticle conjugation in §2.6. In that context antiparticle 

conjugation was equivalent (up to a sign) to reversing the directions 

of all the quark arrows. This reversal was accomplished by an 

equivalent analytic continuation. In that continuation the vector 

p in the propagator p·a/m continues to be the momentum associated 

with fixed end of the quark line. Thus an ortho propagator 

is transformed into an ortho propagator, and para.goes into para. 

We therefore define antiparticle conjugation to be the operation 

of reversing the direction of each quark edge, with the ortho-para 

type left unchanged. Thus antiparticle conjugation interchanges 

the two graphs (a) and (b) of Fig. 4. 

l,....---",n 

" \ 2/ t 1 
. / 

3 \,"' __ ,_~~./ 

1 .. - .n 

2 (I 
~ / 

3 \. // ,,-----
(a) (b) 

::I~/ 

2 /(" 
i 

1 '., 

.... 

.----4---- < 

(c) 

... n 

Fig. 4 Graphs (a) and (b) are related by antiparticle conjugation. 

Graph (c) is graph (b) turned over. 
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The scalar functions f(p) are assumed to be unchanged by anti

particle conjugation. Thus the amplitudes associated with graphs 

(a) and (b) are 

and 

A
O 

a 

_ n 

( ..1..) (Tr sl·o ul·a 
12 

. n 

s.o u 00) fO (p) 
n n 

(3.9a) 

o 
Ab ( L ) (Tr sn·o un °a ..• sloo l.J. 0 a) .[J (p) . 

IT 
(3.9b) 

Then use of (2.65) and (2.66) gives 

A
O 

b 

3.4 Isospin 

k (Spin). 
. 1 

(_1)1 AO 
a 

(3.10) 

Quark flavors have not yet been discussed. Introduction of the 

up and down quarks yields the IT,p,n, and w mesons. To get 

the amplitude corresponding to a graph with these mesons as the 

external particles one includes for each vertex the isotopic spin 

factor fi defined in Fig. 5: 

\u emits 
+ + 

P or IT 

\d emits p or IT 

\u emits neutral meson 

f. 
1 

f. 
1 

f. 
1 

- 1 

+ 1 

I 
-
/2 Figure continued 

• 
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1 0 pO 

t lIZ 
7T , 

emits neutral meson fi 
+.2:.-

0 0 
n , w IZ 

Figure 5. The isotopic spin factors. The full zero-entropy 

amplitude for any process involving a set of n of these mesons 

is the sum of the amplitudes corresponding to all the ways in which the 

particles of the reaction can be identified with the vertices of 

ortho and para graphs with n vertices. 

G-parity is conserved for the ortho and para amplitudes 

separately. To see this note that for each ortho (para) graph 

contributing to a process there is another one in which the u and 

d quarks are interchanged and the cyclic order of the particles is 

reversed. The tlvO associated ortho graphs are related as the two 

graphs (a) and (c) of Fig.4 apart from flavor labels. Since (c) is 

equivalent to (b) one obtains the factor (3.10) together with 

the isospin factors f .. shown in Fig. 5. These factors f. combine to 
1 1 

give factors for the graphs (a) and (c) that differ by the factor 

U(-l) (Isospinh. Thus the sum of the two contributions is 
i 

A
O 

+ A
O 

A
O 

(1 + (-1)It) 
a c a 

(3.l1a) 

where 

g L (spin). + (Isospin). 
.11 

(3.11b) 

1 

The factor (-l)g is G parity. Hence G parity is conserved 

for the ortho and para parts separately. 

3.5 Products 

The discontinuity formulas involve products of amplitudes 

represented by graphs of the kind 'shown in Fig. 6. 
. 1 7" 6 

!? \ 

zlf ~)j:~(r~>""~:5 
3\', )4 ,,_./ '. _/ 

(a) 

7"'-. > 
],;l"~ -'\ ". /'7 
I),' '/ 

z\ #,' ~ 
'--. ./ '-..., 

(b) 

\ j 
_e_

w 
__ '. 

\,4 
\ '7'" 

,hz~) 
" V J '"' 3\.....---., . 

(c) 

0: 
Figure 6. Diagrams representing products of amplitudes. The 

wiggly lines represe~t the intermediate mesons. 

For each wiggly line there is a sum over the Single pseudoscalar 

meson and the three vector mesons. When this sum is performed the 

spinor parts of these products are just the spinor parts of the 

functions associated with the diagrams of Fig. 7. 

~
;r .• -< .. ~"" 

1 (" \6 

Z " ~ 5 
! 

< .I 
3, ' .. 4 

,--,_.-'".,/ 

(a) 

·7 

:f/ 
Zf .. 

'\ ..... 

(b) 

> 

(( 
\ 

'~ 

.4 

v 
.3 

z@r;:<J 
....... 5 

3 4 

(c) 

Figure 7. Alternative representation of the spinor parts of the pro

ducts represented in Fig. 6. A circle with no vertices represents 

-Tr 1 = - Z. 

In other words, the spinor parts satisfy the diagrammatic equations 

of Fig. 8. 

}),,(t .. _-----> ._ .. __ ._> 

~ 
.<--, ................... _ .. .. 

Fig. 8. Spinor Identities 
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To obtain this result, and also a more general one, let the four 

orthogonal vectors si" associated with particle i he labelled by 

e £ (0, 1, 2, 3), with s~ v~ for e 
Ie 1 

normalization we return "to the level of the S 

four amplitudes Se are defined by 

Se 

sr 0 a 
Tr _e_ S 

rz 

1 r _~S 
-5 0 0 So 
/Z e Sa 

O. To get the correct 

matrix. Then the 

(3.12) 

where the irrelevant indices on S have been suppressed. The 

arguments of §2.3 then show that 

Se 

s 0 a 
Tr -e M. 

/'l 

Consider therefore a product of the form. 

3 
k 

e=O 
S s' 
e e 

3 seo a se o a , 
k (Tr -- M) (Tr -- M ) 

e=O 12 12 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

To evaluate it introduce into the second trace the identity 

s 00 
e 

voij sC oo voo (3.15) 

where v is the velocity ±r/m of the relevant particle and 

o 1 2 3 
5 sO,s - sl' s = - s2' s 53' (Each se is a four vector). 

Thus 

Use of 

gives 

Use of 

gives 

3 
k S S' 

e=O e e 
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3 i k (Tr M se 0 in(Tr se oo voa M' voa)·(3.16) 
e=O 

3 
(se)ll (se)v k tV 

e=O 
(3.17) 

3 
k S S' 

e=O 
e e 

i (Tr !vI 0\.1) jV (Tr <\i voa M' v 00)' 

1 as 
)lV 0 6

a • 6S 
- 0 g °vyo o Y 2 )l 

(3.18) 

3 3 5 0 0 5 o a 
k S S' 

e=O e e 
k (Tr Iv! _e __ )(Tr _e __ M') 

e=O 12 12 

Tr M voij M' voa (3.19) 

This result says that sUlllllling over all four exchanged particles 

is equivalent to cutting the two quark lines at the vertices and 

reconnecting them in the way shohTI in·Fig. 9, with a metric factor 

v . 0 placed at each reconnect ion point. 
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3 

v - a 

k } ('e' v) ( 
-+---t 

"',.......-.' V - 0 

I < 

Figure 9. Diagrammatic representation of (3.19). 

Consider one of the two reconnect ion points in Fig. 9 and its 

associated factor V-a. This point connects two line segments that were 

originally parts of the two loops connected by the meson line shown on 

the left-hand side of Fig_ 9, and also in Fig. 6. Each of these two line 

segments is associated with a propagator, in accordance with the formulas 

of (3.5). One of these two propagators is of the form ±v-o , and will 

cancel the factor V-a associated with the reconnect ion point, up to a 

possible sign. Now the meson line connects two vertices_ One is 

associated with an initial particle, the other with a final particle. 

Thus the signs of the corresponding vectors u
i 

will be opposite. 

Consequently, the signs of the two factors ±v-o that cancel against the 

two factors, V-a of Fig_ 9 will be opposite, and the cancellation of the 

two factors v;a will leave a residual minus sign. This minus sign 

cancels one asso'ciated with closed quark loops. (This closed -loop sign 

appears explicitly in front of the trace symbol in (3.5).) For the 

transformation between the two sides of Fig. 9 'changes the number of 

quark loops by one. 

The two factors of i associated with the quark wave functions (is.) 
1 

of the two particles that are contracted out compensate in the case of the 

spin-one particle for the fact that the physical spin-vector s occurring . e 

". 
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in the derivation of (3.19) is related to the mathematical one occurring 

in (3.5) by sPhys = smath sign uD, and in the case of the spin-zero 

particle by the fact that the physical vector se = v occurring in the 

derivation of (3.19) is related to the mathematical vector si u
i 

occurring in (3.5) by this same relationship Thus the 'relationship 

illustrated by Fig. 9'reduces to the simpler one illustrated by Fig. 8, 

from which follows the equality of the spin factors associated with 

the corresponding diagrams of Figs. 6 and 7. 

An explanation of the signs and factors of i in (3.5) is in order. 

The minus sign in front of the trace comes from considering the quark wave 

function to be antisymmetric under the interchange of variables: an odd 

number of permulations is required to take the quark variables from their 

normal order (see Ref. 4) in which the propagators are ua-o = - ub-o for 

forward scattering to the cyclic order associated with the closed loop. 

The imaginary unit is included in the wave function in order to allow the 

wave function to be folded into the basic unitarity equation for M 

functions, Eq. (7.1) of Ref. 4, without disrupting either the relative 

signs of the two terms on the left-hand side or the relationship 

phys math. D 
s = S Slgn U . 
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3.6 Topological Classification 

Each circular quark graph G corresponding to a zero-entropy 

ortho or para amplitude can be transformed by the rule illustrated 

in Fig. 10 into a particle graph 

.16)-"·5 

2 ,r v 

3).-~,.;4 

g = g(G) 

> 

v.~'>" · 5 

2. \ .; -----,---~ 

3~ . .J4 

with one internal vertex. 

1 .. , ./a5 
'", ~ ./ 

", .. / 
2--'-'~ 

3~ ~4 
Ie..", ~ /-5 

2 e',,"" .... >~. , .. / ..-
./ 

3"/'/ . 4 

Figure 10. Transformation of circular ortho and para quark graphs G 

into the corresponding basic particle graphs g(G). 

If G is a circular graph with n vertices then g(G) is a 

tree graph with n edges, n external vertices, and one internal 

vertex. This internal vertex of g(G) is classifie.d as ortho or para 

according to whether G is ortho or para. These two kinds of 

internal vertices can be distinguished in the way illustrated in 

Fig. 10. The arrow near each internal vertex shows the direction of 

rotation of the quark line around that vertex. These graphs g are 

called basic particle graphs. 
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A product of basic particle graphs gl' g2' . .. is fomed by identifying 

lBrtainpairs of the external vertices, as illustrated in Fig. 11 . 

... 7 

/' . (, ,I ~_. ____ / __ - ~,/. ;;; ___ 

~ - .. -/--~ .. -4> ... 7' _~ .'. --, -~ \, ~ ,- ~/ /. . -, ---
_.-' , -, '~.¥' 
'~ -- -.. ,---- '~-. -« ~- .... -. 

...... """-.,--.~.-. -" 

'? 

Figure 11. A product g of 5 basic particle graphs gi' 

Each product graph g has a well defined genus and boundary 

structure. These can be calculated by the Edmond's rule. One first 

draws all the orbits of g. An orbit of g is a path in g formed as 

follows: one picks any point p on any edge of g and a direction 

d(p) at that point. Then one traces a path in g by a moving point 

p' that starts from p in the direction d(p). At each nontrivial 

vertex the moving point p' shifts to the ''next'' line, with the order 

of the lines specified by the arrow that indicates the quark-line 

direction. The orbit is completed when the moving point p' returns 

to the original point p moving in the original direction d(p). 

Some of the orbits may pass through vertices that lie at the 

ends of single (external) edges. These vertices correspond to the 

"external particles" associated with the graph. An orbit that passes 

through at least one. external-particle vertex is called a boundary. 

The boundary structure consists of the collection of boundaries, each 

identified by the sequence of external-particle vertices through which 

it passes. Each external-particle vertex appears on exactly one boun

dary. Graphs with only one boundary are called one-boundary graphs. 

The nUlllber of different orbits of g--sometimes called faces 

-. 
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of g-- is denoted by f(g). TI1e numbers of edges and vertices of 

g are denoted by e(g) and v(g), resp~ctively. Then the genus 

of g-- sometimes called the handle number--is given by the Euler 

·fonnula 

h(g) 
e (g) -v(g) - f (g) + 2c (g) 

2 
(3.20) 

where c(g) is the number of connected components of g. The graph of 

Fig. 11 has one orbit, which is the boundary (8, 6, 5, 9, 7, 4, 3, 2, U, 

and its genus is two. 

The zero-genus one-boundary graphs are the planar graphs. They 

are the graphs that can be drawn on a plane with no lines crossing 

and all external vertices identified with a single point at infinity. 

An important characteristic of a graph g is its Betti 

number B(g), which is the number of independent closed loops that 

can be drawn in the graph. Itsvalue is given by 

B(g) e(g) - v(g) + c (g). (3.21) 

Let the number of boundaries of g be beg). The orbits that 

are not boundaries are called windows, and their number is 

w(g) f(g) beg). The most important topological.characteristic 

of g is the topological index 

y(g) 2h(g) + beg) - c(g) 

(3.22) 

B (g) w(g) . 

'. iI: 
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This is the number of independent closed loops in g minus the 

number of windows. For connected graphs with at least one boundary the 

topological index y(g) is zero if and only if the graph g has 

zero-genus and exactly one boundary, i.e., ifandmly if g is planar. 

This topological index y (g) enj oys the following "entropy" 

property: if glg2 is some connected product of two connected graphs 

gl and g2 then 

y(glg2);:;;' y(gl) + y(g2) - 1. (3.23) 

To prove this let n be the number of vertices at which gl 

.and gz are joined. Then (3.21) gives 

B (glgZ) B(gl) + B(gz) - 1 + n. (3.Z4) 

On the other hand, 

w(glgZ) w(gl) + w(gZ) + w'(gl,gZ) (3.25) 

where w' (gl ,gZ) is the number of 'windows of glgZ that lie 

partly in' gl and partly in gZ· 

Each of these'windows that lies partly in each subgraph must 

pass at least'twice through the n junction points. And each junction 

point lies exactly twice on the set of orbits. Thus one has the 

inequality 

w'(gl,gZ) ,,;; n, (~. Z6) 
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which combines with (3,24) and (3.22) to give (3.23). 

The entropy property (3.23) shows that the topological index 

y(glg2) of a product graph glg2 is greater than either component, 

provided one of them has y(g.) > 1. This means that the topological 
. 1 

complexity, as measured by y(g), increases in general. The 

special case y(gi) = 1 allows the complexity to remain unchanged. 

If one of the graphs has y(gi) = 0 then (3.23) would allow 

for a decrease i~ complexity. However, if y(gl) = 0 and the 

product glg2 is such that at least one external vertex of gl 

is an external vertex also of the product graph glgZ then the RH 

side of (3.26) can be replaced by n - 1, since then at least one 

boundary of glg2 must pass twice through the set of junction 

points, and y(glgZ);;;" y(gl) + y(g2)' 

The graphs corresponding to physical-region singularities can 

always be constructed by taking successive products gl' gZgl' 

g3gZg1 '. . . . so that the final exterml particles of each newly 

added graph are also final external particles of the new product 

graph. 13 If the product graphs are built in this way then the 

topological index y(g) can never decrease. 

The product graphs g are classified by their overall 

boundary structure and genus, and by their decomposition into ortho 

and para parts. This decomposition is made as follows: The trivial 

two-edge vertices at which two graphs are joined are called junction 

vertices. Each junction vertex that lies on a line joining an ortho 

vertex to a para vertex is cut. This cuts the graph into a set of 

graphs gi such that the internal vertices of each graph gi are all of 

the same kind, either ortho or para. Each of these graphs gi has a 
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boundary structure and genus. The complete topological classification 

of the graph g is given by specifying the boundary structure and 

genus of each part gi' and the set of pairs of external vertices of 

the graphs gi that are equated to form the junction vertices of g. 

These·specifications determine the overall boundary structure 

and genus of g itself. However, these overall characteristics 

are nevertheless included, redundantly, in the complete topological 

specification of g. 

GrapQ~ g that have the same topological specifications are 

said to lie in the same topological class. The zero-entropy graphs 

are the graphs g with a single (ortho or para) part gi = g and 

topological index y(g) O. The simplest of these are the basic 

graphs g of the kind illustrated in Fig. 10. 

The discussion of topological classification ·given above was 

made completely in terms of the particle graph g. It is sometimes 

useful to combine the particle graph g(G) and the quark graph G into 

a single quark-particle graph g(G), in the way illustrated in Fig. lZ 

'O.s·· L. 

~ 'I-

1. 

S" 

'f 

G g(G) 

Figure 12. A graph G and the quark-particle graph g(G) formed 

from G. The particle lines of g(G) are drawn as dotted lines in 

g(G). 
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The orbits of g(G) can be considered to be the independent 

closed loops on the quark lines of g(G). Those closed quark-line 

loops that pass through vertices are boundaries. Those that do 

not are windows. The number of vertices and edges that occurs in 

the Euler formula (3.20) for the genus is the number of vertices and 

edges of the particle graph g(G), which is a subgraph of g(G). 

3.7 Topological Expansion 

Each physical-region singularity of the S matrix is associated 

with a Landau graph gL" A formula for the discontinuity around 

the singularity associated with graph gL is obtained by replacing 

each vertex of gL by the corresponding scattering function
l5

,16 

This scattering function is specified by the set of edges incident 

upon the vertex to which it corresponds. These edges can be 

identified with the external edges of the particle graphs g 

constructed above. 

The topological expansion is the assumption that each scattering 

function can be expressed as a sum of terms, one corresponding to 

each of the different topological classes specified in the preceding 

subsection. This expansion is required to be compatible with the 

discontinui ty formulas, in the sense that if the full expansion is 

introduced into each of the scattering functions that occur in any 

discontinuity equation, and the full equation is then decomposed 

into terms of different topological class then the terms of each 

class separately satisfy the equation: there is no cancellation 

among the terms in the equation that have different topological 

character. This assumption that the contributims t-.oany discontinui ty 

" 
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equation corresponding to graphs of the same topological character 

should cancel among themselves. has been discussed extensively before, 

. .. h h d· . f I d· .. f 1 15,16,17 ,In connectlOn WIt t e envatlon 0 t le Iscontlnulty ormu as . 

3.8 The Zero-Entropy Functions 

The validity of the topological expansion is assumed. Then the 

zero-entropy component of any discontinuity equation can be examined. 

Each scattering function is the sum of a pure ortho part plus a 

pure para part plus higher-order terms formed from products of or tho 

and para parts. These higher-order parts do not contribute to the 

zero-entropy component of the discontinuity equation. Thus the zero-

entropy component separates into two parts, an ortho part and a 

para part, each of which must separately be satisfied, since each 

belongs, according to our classification scheme, to a separate 

topological class. 

By virtue of the entropy property the zero-entropy terms can 

be formed only from zero-entropy factors. Thus the scattering 

function associated with each vertex of the Landau graph is replaced, 

in the ortho (para) zero-entropy component of the full discontinuity 

equation, simply by the zero-entropy ortho (par~amplitude. Consequently 

all the discontinuity equations for the zero-entropy or tho (para) 

amplitudes are identical to the discontinuity equations for the full 

scattering function with two exceptions: (1) the discontinuity 

is zero unless the Landau graph is planar; and (2) the full scattering 

amplitudes are replaced everywhere in the discontinuity equation by the 

corresponding ortho ( para) amplitudes. 

By virtue of· the occurrence of only those singularities that 

correspond to planar Landau graphs the analytic structure of the 

ortho and para functions is much simpler than that of the full 
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scattering fllllction. It is expected that these flIDctions should have 

moving Regge poles but no Regge cuts. They should, in a first 

approximation, be similar to the Veneziano dual-resonance model 

f . 18,19. 1 h dd·· f . fl f· . llllctlons, . Wit 1 tea Itlon o. a spin- avor structure, .lnIte 

widths, and a planar singularity structure in momentum space. 

3.9 Regge Recurrences 

The property represented in (3.19) and Fig. 9 says the spinor factor 

in the zero entropy fllllctions AO 
or AP has the pole-factorization 

property indicated in Fig. 13 

c: j-' t rj .. tJ-' 
"'" /101t- i 

,"l"YL lyW. .... 1 
e=o 

Figure 13. Pole factorization property. 

Thus if fOCp) has a factorizable 

pole corresponding to a certain value t ~ 1 of angular momentum 

transferred between (1, ... , m) and (m + 1, ... , n) then the full 

fllllction AO has factorizable . poles corresponding to a set of four 

intermediate states, having total angular momentum values J = t 

and t + 1, .t, t - 1. 

If fOCp) has Regge behavior of the kind exhibited by the 

Veneziano dual-resonance fllllction
18

, then for each factorizable pole 

of tJ(p) corresponding to orbital angular momentum t ~ 1 there 

will be a quartet of factorizable poles of AC(p) corresponding to 

total angular momentum X. and Ct + 1, t, t - 1). 

The function £O(p) is assumed to have a Regge pole with the 

lowest t 0 pole identifiable with our external set of sixteen 

mesons (n,p.(D,n), which are assumed to be degenerate in the zero-

entropy level. The higher values of t will then generate recurrences 
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of the set (n,p,w,n). 

If the fllllctions fOCP) and fP(p) are now generalized to 

represent the cases where the external particles are recurrences of the 

t= 0 mesons then one must include
19 

for each external particle i 

of angular momentum ti a set of ti vector indices, 

that are such that p. • fO (p) p.. fP (p) = 0 when 
1 1 

product is formed with anyone of the indices 

the earlier equation 

fP(p) = [1'(fo (p)) fO (rn fO(p) 

becomes replaced by 
n 

fP (p) = [1'(fo (p)) 
.L

1 
t. 

( -1) 1 = 1 fO (p) 

(i) 
1J t . 

J 

Ci) (i) 
1J

I 
.. ·1J t . 

. 1 

the inner 

Consequently, 

(3.27a) 

(3.27b) 

When nonzero values of the 

Lti 

t. are allowed there is also an 
1 

extra factor of (-1) in the charge conjugation equation (3.10). 

This comes from a consideration of, for example, the two definitions 

of p+ and p. implicit in Figs. 14a and 14b. 

J' 

(" -+-

J- .l 

~v:(~ f-t-' 

dyr}L-t-
( a.) 

(I:» 

Figure 14. The normal quark structures of p+ and p is shown in 

(a), whereas (b) shows the definition induced by reversing the quark 

lines. If the quark wave fllllction has angular momentum t. then the 
t. 1 

difference is represented by a factor (-1) 1. 

In the discussion in §3.4 of isospin invariance there was no 
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change in the definitions of 
+ 

p and p of' the kind shown in 

Fig. 14. However, the function fO(p) was changed due to a reversal of 

the order of the arguments. (See Fig. 4(c)) In the dual-resonance 

amplitude? this change induces a change (-1) E~i, and we assume 

that this property holds also for our function fO(p): 

fO(Pn···· ,PI) 
E\ 0 ) 

(-1) f (PI"" 'Pn . (3.28) 

E~. 

The fact that one gets the same factor (-1) 1 by either rever-

sing the direction of the quark arrow, as in Fig. 4, (a) ~ (b), (or 

Fig.14, (a) ~ (b)) or by reversing the cyclic order of the vertices, 

as in Fig. 4, (a) ~ (c), means that the amplitude corresponding to 

a graph does not depend on how this graph is placed on the paper: 

the operation of turning over or reflecting a graph, as in Fig. 4, 

(b) ~ (c), does not alter the amplitude corresponding to it. Thus 

the equivalence of the two graphs of Fig. 2, or of Fig. 3, is 

maintained also for ~i > O. 

., 
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCWSIONS 

Spin can be incorporated into the meson topological expansion by 

qqing the following four things: 

(1) Adopt the M-Function formalism and associate the leading 

,Crespo trailing) end of each quark line with a lower undotted 

(resp. dotted) index. 

(2) Introduce into the topological expansion a "zero-entropy" 

level that lies below the "ordered" level of Chew and Rosenzweil 

(3) For each cyclically ordered set of n mesons (of fixed 

flavor content) form the various possible zero-entropy M functions. 

Each of these is a product of a scalar function fn(Pl' P2' ... , Pn) 

of the scalar products of the momentum-energy vectors p. of the n 
J 

mesons, times a spin factor. This spin factor is minus the 

product of n spin ,factors, one for each of n quark lines. The spin 

factor associated with any given quark line is either the ortho-

quark factor u a • or the para-quark factor -uba' " where a is 
a as as 

the 

spinor index associated with the leading end of the quark line, B is 

the spinor index associated with the trailing end of the quark line, 

u
a 

is the mathematical covariant velocity pima of the physical 

particle associated with the vertex lying on the leading end of the 

quark line, and u
b 

is the mathematical covariant velocity Pb/~ 

of the physjcal particle associated with 

the vertex lying on the trailing end of the quark line. (The minus 

sign associated with the spin factor comes from the odd number of 

permutations of the quark variables required to take them from 

their normal order associated with the no-scattering part, for which 
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each spin factor is v • 0 • = vb . 0 " to the order in which the 
a a~ a0 

two indices a. and ii.. associated with physical particle j stand together 
J J 

and in the order CS
j

, aj))' (4) Institute invariance under the parity 

operation by adding together the Zn zero-entropy functions that arise 

from the association of each of the n quark lines with, alternatively, 

either the ortho-function or the para-function. 

The zero-entropy amplitudes discussed in the earlier sections are 

only those two special cases in which all of the n quark lines 

represent ortho-functions or all represent para-functions. A 

restriction to functions of these two special types would be unll3.t.ural; 

it would correspond to imposi.ng parity invariance only globally for 

the entire process, rather than locally for the separate contri.bution 

from each individual quark line. All Zn independent choices of the 

ortho-para character of each of the n quark lines should be included. 

A quartet of amplitudes corresponding to one pseudo scalar meson 

and one three-component vector meson is obtained by folding the four 

wave functions iaS . u. and ia· 
J f3.ex. 

Sje (e = 1, Z, 3) into the M 
jCl j 

function. Here Sjl' SjZ' 
J J 

and Sj3 are three vectors that satisfy 

(s. )Z -
Je - lands. ·v. 

Je J 
O. 

The theory obtained in this way from the two-component formalism 

can be directly transcribed into four-component notation by the methods 

of Ref. 4. This transcription is carried out in Appendix C, and the 

·yesults are described here. The use of the four-component notation 

facilitates comparisons to earlier works. 

For each cyclic ordering of n mesons (of fixed flavors) there Rre 

2
n 

different zero-entropy amplitudes, one for each combination of 

choices of the ortho-para ch8racter of the n quark lines that cyclically 
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join the n vertices corresponding to the n mesons. The basic property 

of the zero-entropy amplitudes is that the spin-factors can be 

completely factored out of the associated discontinuity equations. 

Thus the nonlinear integral equations for the scalar factors fnCp) 

are the same for all Zn zero-entropy functions. These equations are 

relatively simple, and should determine the coupling constants at the 

zero-entropy level. They also ensure that the same sCRlar factor 

n 
fn Cp) occurs i.n all r zero-entropy functions. Hence the sum k of 

n 

the Zn z.ero-entropy functions is simply the sum of the spin factors, 

times the common fClctor fnCp). 

This sum ~ of the Zn zero-entropy functions is expressed in 
n 

the 4-component formalism as 

k 
n - (Trr l (ul ) fZ (uZ) ... fnl (un))f (PI"'" P ), 

III IlZ ,In n n 
(4.1) 

where the pseudo-scalar particle is associated with the factor 

r 'S(u.) 
J J 

iYS(l + Y • Il
j
), (4. Za) 

and the three components of the vector particle are associated with 

the four factors 

r jU(uj ) 
P 

Y
ll 

- (Uj)j.!Yp u
j 

. p 
- 10 u·. 

liP J 
(4.2b) 

Here Il and p range over the set (0, 1, 2. 3). there is a sum over the 

repeated vector index P, and uPr. Cu.) 
J JP J 

o. 

• 
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The individual zero-entropy nmctions are obtained by choosing 

an ortho or para character for each quark line, and then inserti.ng 

1 1 
after each factor r· (u.) of (4.1) a factor of -Z (1 + Y5) or -Z(1 -

. J 1J J 

according to whether the quark line that leads into vertex j has 

Y5) 

ortho or para character. These two operators project the onto states 

of opposite chirality. 

Each quintet of factors Tj/U
j

) in (4.Z) defines a representation of 

the non-chiral group (U(Z) x 11(2) • That is, in a rest frame of 
u· 

J 
particle j, where u. is pure timelike and '·O(u.) = 0, one has 

J J J 

A~r. (u.)B: = I:r. (II.) AV(A~, B~). 
J J).l J J v Jv J ).l J J 

(4.3) 

Here the indices jJ and v range over the set (0, 1, Z, 3, 5), and A ~ 
J 

and B: are 
J 

and 

- 0 
A. = exp i (1 - eu.) ()" • a 

J J 

+ . O)b + B. = exp 1 (1 + ell. 0 • • 
J J 

(4.4a) 

(4.4b 

- + 
where a and b are two real four-vectors, a.Tld the 0 are the 4 x 4 

)J 

matrices with two 2 x Z (J / s in the diagonal corners. The two other 

operators 

A
+ . 0) + 
. exp 1 (1 + eu. (J' a 
J J 

(4. Sa) 

and 

B~ 
J 
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exp iC1 - flU?) 0 • b 
J 

" 

C 4. 5b) 

acting on the r. (u.)'s from the left and right, respectively, act 
o J P J . 

as unit operators. (See (C.7Z) and (C.48). Hence (4.3) holds also 

- +. 
if A. and B. are replaced by 

J J 0 

A(a, a') exp(io'a + i fl 0 'a') (4.6a) 

and 

B (b, b') = exp (io • h + iBo • b'), (4.6b) 

respectively. 

The invariance of the r. Cu.) under the transformations (4.5) 
JjJ J 

is a consequence of the use of the 2-component M-function formalism, 

or, equivalently, of the Dirac equation for the corresponding four

component quantities. It eliminates the possible scalar and axial 

vector particles, and fLxes the couplings of the pseudo-scalar and 

vector particles to be precisely those shown in (4.2). 

The transformation properties shown in (4.3) and (4.4) do 

not in general entail corresponding invariance properties of the 

S-matrix. This is because the velocities u. of the various particles 
J 

are generally different, and hence the transformations shown in (4.3) 

act, for different particles, in different frames of reference, which 

are related by Lorentz transformations. 

One subgroup of the group generateo hy the transformations 

(4.6) is of particular interest. This is the subgroup SU(2)w formed 

hy imposing the following restrictions on the coefficients in (4.6): 
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a
3 - b3• 

(4.7a) 

a' 
1 bi' (4.7b) 

a' 
2 - bZ' (4.7c) 

a] a
2 

b
l 

= b
Z 

a' = b' = 0 
3 3 • 

(4.7d) 

and 

a
O 

a' = b = b' 
000 

(4.7e) 

These conditions entail that B A-I, and that the transfonnations 

corresponding to (oai, oai, 0('1'3) are generated by the triad of 

. generators 

(WI BO
l

; Wz = SCZ; W3 = (
3
). (4.8) 

These three generators enjoy the same commutation realtions as the 

generators (01' GZ' ( 3) of SU(2). 

In the rest frame of particle j the quintet of factors r. (u.) 
J P J 

occurring in (4.2) reduces to a quartet. If these four factors 

arA identified with four factors X in the following way 
)J 

Y3(1 + SU~) = XO' 

lySC1 + SUf) = X3' 

0 
- Y 1 (1 + BUj ) = X2' 

(4.9a) 

(4.9b) 

(4.9c) 
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o 
YZ(l + Buj ) = Xl' 

then, for all i, j, a'1d k in the set (1, Z, 3), 

and 

[Wi' XO] 

[W., X.J 
1 J 

o 

Zi-ijkXkO 

(4.CJd) 

(4.10a) 

(4.l0b) 

Thus Xo transfol1ns as a \V-spin singlet, and the set (Xl' X
Z

' X
3

) 

transforms as a W-spin triplet. 

If all particles are at rest th~n the flmction k
n 

defined in 

(4.1) is invariant Imder SU(Z)w- The Lorentz transfonnation that 

boosts r. (u.)from its rest frame fonn r?ru.) to its form r· (u.) 
J)J J J)J'J' J)J J 

in the standard coordinate system is given by 

(
rv;a 0) 

r. (u.) = J . 
J)J J O? 

rj)J(u
j

) (/v~.a ~) 
J 

(4.11) 

If v lies in the 0 - 3 plane then the boost transfonnations appearing 

in (4,11) commute with the generators of SU(2)w, since both Y
3 

and 

Yo B are invariant Under SU(2)w-
~ 

Thus if the three-velocities Vj 

of all n particles are directed along the third coordinate axis thAn 

the Lorentz transfonnations in (4.11) do not disrupt the invariance 

of (4.1) under SU(2)w: the function Ln remains invariant. 

If quarks of three flavors are allowed and the 4 x 4 matrices 

q (1.1.) are expanded tfl the corresponding 12 x 12 matrices r: (u.) , 
op j J JP j aj J 

then thes~ new 12 x 12 matrices will define a representation of 
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SU(6)W' and the new function ~' , formed as in (4.1) but with r~ in 
n J 

pJ ace of r j' wi 11 he invariant under SU (6)W-

A comparison with several earlier works may he helpful. 

Bardacki and Halpern
S 

also introduce spin factors analogous to 

Chan-Paton factors, but arrive at a 16-particle multiplet in place 

of our 4-particle multiplet. They find in addition to P and V, the 
~ 

associated parity doublet partners S and A, which occur, moreover, 

as ghost (negative metric) particles. They find also a second set 

of eight particles (5', P', V', A') that couple differently to the 

quarks. These sixteen particles correspond to the,sixteen independent 

matrices needed to span the space of 4 x 4 (Dirac) matrices. 

The present work is based on the two-component formalism and 

consequently gives in place of the 16 particles of Bardakci and 

Halpern only four particles. Considered from the four-component 

viewpoint the two Dirac equations (C.48) reduce the multiplicity 

of particles by a factor of four: they reduce the 16 particles of 

Bardakci-Halpern to the four independent ones coupled in accordance 

with (4.2). 

Bardakci and Halpern introduce the spinor solutions U(Pj) and 

o (Pj) of the Dirac equation, but their way of using these spinor 

solutions does not give them the crucial Dirac equations (C.48). 

The'present approach enforces the usual discontinuity equations, 

including po~e factorization, at the zero-entropy level. But padty 

invariance is not maintained at that level. Parity invariance, and 

also SU(6)w invariance for spatially linear processes, is maintained 

for the sum ~n of the 2
n 

zero-entropy functions, but pole-factorization 

does not hold for these SI@S. 

~I 
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The terms needed to restore pole-factorization at the physical 

level come from higher-order terms in the topological expansion. To 

obtain an approximate represen'tation of a physical ampl:i.turle near a 

singularhy one can insert into dispersion relation.s the discontinuity 

functions obtained from the planar amplitudes of Chew and Rosenzweig 

These amplitudes are built out of the zero-entropy functions. The aim 

of the construction of these zero-entropy amplitudes is not to 

obtained jrnmediately a good approximation to the physical amplitudes. 

It is rather to define and determine the basic building blocks of the 

theory. 

The results obtained here are formally similar to those obtained 

by Delbourgo et al.
9 

from considerations of the group U (12). 1hey 

use a four-component spin fonnalism, but impose the Dirac (Le., Bargmann

Wigner) equations in a way that yjelds results similar to (C.48). The 

principal difference is that they interprete their analogs of our 

functions ~n as interaction terms of a local field theory, rather 

than as low-order amplitudes of a topological expansion. Thus the 

function fl(Pl' P2' ... , Pn) would,in their approach, presumably be 

an undetermined constant whereas in the present approach it would be 

constrained ( and,it is hoped, determined) by the nonlinear zero

entropy equations. Itshould also enjoy, for example, Regge asymptotic 

behavi.or. The full amplitude would be constructed in their theory by 

essentially a power series expansion, but in the present theory by 

including the remaining terms in the topological expansion. The 

crucial question is whether the self-consistent structure of the 

functions fnCPl' ... , P
n

) determined by the zero-entropy equations, 
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in conjunction with the topological expansion procedure, will 

eliminate the divergences of field theory associated with both 

renonnalization and the divergence of the perturbation series expcmsion. 

Before these questions can be addressed it is necessary to include 

baryons into the theory: Chew has found that the topological expsnsion 

scheme with mesons alone js not soluable, due to the minus sign 

associated with the closed loop. Inclusion of baryons (and baryonium) 

leads to a soluable system that gives a predicted ratio of the meson 

and hadronic coupling constants that is good agreement with experiment.
lO 

Preliminary results indicate that the overall magnitudes of the strong-

interaction coupling constants, as detennined by the nonlinear 

integral equations for the zero-entropy functions, agrees with 

experiment at least in order of magnitude. 
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APPENDIX A: ORIGIN OF DISCONTlNUI1Y FORMULAS 

Discontinuity formulas are derived in S matrix theory nominally 

f . d' . 11 . . 1 rom macrocausallty an unItarIty. However, It was recognIzed ong 

ago that unitarity is not essential. What is directly used in the 

derivations is not unitarity, but rather the property that the inverse 

of the S matrix possess theanti-ncrmal analytic structure. This anti

nonnal analytic structure is the same as the nonnal analytic structure 

derived for the S matrix from macrocausality, except that the plus 

iE rule is replaced by the minus iE rule. It is the property that the 

singularities in the real region of definition be confined to the 

positive-u Landau surfaces, and that the function near these singu-

larities be defined by the minus iE limiting procedure. That the 

inverse of Sshould possess this anti-nonnal analytic structure can 

be derived from uni tari ty and the fact that S possesses the nonnal 

analytic structure. But the property should hold regardless of 

whether S is unitary or not. 

To see the essential point in the simplest way consider first the 

formal perturbative solution. Then the S matrix can be written in the 

12 
furm· 

< p' Isip > = < p' Ip > - 2niO(E - E ,)lim < p' IT (E+h) Ip > 
- p P EiO 

(A. I) 

where 

.. 
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T(E) 
III 

V + VE-i-I V + VE- H VE-H V + ... 
o 0 0 

(A.2) 

If one defines R± by 

-2niO(E - E ,)lim<p'IT(E ± ie:) Ip>:=<p' IR±lp >, 
p p £+0 P 

(A.3) 

then it is easy to verify, formally, that 

R+ - R R+R- - + 
RR. (A.4) 

Thus the definitions 

+ + S- I ± R- (A.S) 

allow one to write 

+ -
S 5 

- + 
5 5 1. (A.6) 

Hence the operator 5 defined by (A.S) is the inverse of 5 
+ 

- S . 

+ 
Consequently, the operators R 'and R defined by the plus i£ and minus 

iE limiting procedures on the same function T(E) define formally the 

-1 
operators (S - 1) and - (5 - 1), respectively, 

These relationships are usually derived from unitarity. But the 

above derivation does not depend on the Hermitian character of V: 

it goes through, formally at least, even if 5 is not unitary. 

'" 
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In S-matrix theory the anti-normal analytic structure of S-l 

is usually derived from unitarity and the normal analytic structure 

of S. However, it can be,derived,'alternatively, directly from the 

anti-macrocausality property of S-l. This latter property is the 

same as the macrocausality property except that the sign of time is 

reversed, so that physical particles carry positive energy from 

1 . 1" h h' 11,13 ater tlmes to ear ler t'lmes, rat er t an Vlce versa. ' 

If Ssatisfies macrocausality then s-l, if it exists,should satisfy 

anti-macrocausality. This will not be proved here, but the following 

argument makes it very plausible. 

Consider a normalized initial state ~ that represents a system 

of incoming particles each of which is represented by an incident wave 

packet with fairly well defined momenta and trajectory region. The 

action of S takes ~ to S~ =~. And the action of 5-
1 

on ~ takes it 

-1 . 
back to ~ = 5 ~. The two reciprocal processes ~ -> tjJ and ~ -> ~ are 

thus closely related. If S is unitary then ~ is normalized. If 5 

is not ~~itary then ~ need not be normalized. But in any case the 

action of 5- 1 on ~ is closely connected to the action of 5 on~: S 

-1 
constructs ~ from~, and S reconstructs ~ from ~. 

One can imagine ~ to be decomposed into components ~ i corresponding 

to various combinations of outgoing particles with fairly well defined 

momenta and trajectory locations. Then the wave functions ~ and ~i 

can be wave functions of the kind used in the macrocausality arguments 

of reference 13. If 5 satisfies macrocausality then in various dilated 

situations of the kind discussed in that reference the dominant con-

tributions to the process ~ ->~will correspond to physical scattering 
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processes. If 5-
1 

should fail to satisfy anti -macrocausali ty then 

for some process cJ>->-ljJthereWJUldbecontributions to ljJ->-cj> that do not 

corresponding to temporally reversed physical processes, yet do not 

falloff in the way demanded by macrocausality for the corresponding 

direct process that contributes to cj> ->- ljJ. But then the dominant 

contributions to cj> ->-1Jj and ljJ ->- cj>would not be temporal inverses of 

each other, and the close reciprocal connection of these two processes 

would have to be maintained via an intricate interplay of contributions 

that are not naturally related via temporal inversion. 

Although such a situation is perhaps conceivable, it will almost 

surely not be achievable in situations having the complexity of 

relativistic particle physics. Thus I think it safe to assume, 

in the general 5-matrix context, that S-l, if it exists,should be 

anti-macrocausal regardless of whether the S matrix is unitary or not: 

the anti-macrocausality property of 5-
1 

is a more primitive and basic 

property than unitarity. From this anti-macrocausality property one can 

deduce immediately from the arguments of Ref.l3 the anti-normal 

analytic structure of 5- 1 needed in tIle derivation of the discontinuity 

formulas. 

Further insight into the connection between discontinuity 

equations and the inverse of 5 can be obtained by considering the S 

matrix from the point of view of the "in" and "out" parts of the wave 

functions in radial coordinates. Separating out the center-of-mass 

motion of an n particle system one is left with a function of various 

relative coordinates (Xl' ... ,x
n

-
l
). An alternative set of coordi-

nates consists of R (r
l

, ... r
n

-
l
) and Q = (Q l , ... , Qn-l) , 

where (r
i

, Qi) are the radial and angular coordinates associated with 
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the relative motion of some pair of subsystems. If ljJ(R,~ is a steady 

state solution and K = (k
l

, ... , k
n

_
l
) is a set of n - 1 scalars 

defining momentum magnitudes then one may define the asymptotic 

amplitude 

A(K, Q) 
'" l' fl. r . 

. ~ lID dr. 1 1 
n-l~ 00 'k 

1=1 Ei to'O 1 (;)2 

x C
6

(r
i 

- Pi) e-i(ki-iEi)(ri-Pi) 

• '('i - ',1' -i(" .i'i* i -'i))] ,(R' ,0) CA. 7) 

where Pi 
-2 

- E. 
1 ' 

and RP 
(ri - Pi , ... , rn-l ,- Pn-l)' 

n-l 
This definition is such that if ljJ is a plane w~ve k exp i 

i=l 

->- ;t{) 

Xi . ki' 

and the directions and magnitudes of the n - 1 three-vectors kf are 

specified by the sets of coordinates QO = (6~, cj>~, 6~_1' cJ>~-I) and 

KO = (k
I
O, .,. , k

O 
I)' where k? > ° for all i, then the corresponding 

n- 1 

A(K,Q) is 

where 

AO(K,Q; KO,Q~=Q(K, KO)o(Q, QO) + o(K, RO)o(Q,ih, (A.S) 

o (K, K') 

o(Q, Q') 

n-l 
IT 

i=l 

n-l 

o(k. - k!) 
1 l' 

IT o (cos 6. - cos e~)o(cj>. - cj>~), 
i=l 1 1 1 1 

R = (- k
l

, ... , - In -1 ), 

(A.9) 

(A.IO) 

(A. 11) 
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and 

n = Crr - e l' <P 1 + 'IT, ••• , 'IT - en -1' <Pn _ 1 _ 'IT) • (A.12) 

If, on the other hand, ljJ represents the solution to the 

scattering problem with the incident or incoming state given by 
n-l 

the same plane wave exp ~ i k? ~. that was used in (A.8), 
i=l 1 1 

then the amplitude A(n, K)can be written as 

where 

Here 

A(K n· KO nO) , , , S(K, n; KO, nO) 

-.0 -0 
+o(K,K)o(n; n), 

° ° e(K)S(K,n; K, n ) 

n-l 
8 (K) II e (k. ) , 

i-I ' 1 

° ° S(K, n; K , n ). 

(A.13) 

'(A.14) 

(A. IS) 

and 8(k
i
) is zero or one according to whether k

i 
is negative or 

non-negative. Equation (A.14) expresses the condition that the 

incoming part of the asymptotic wave (i.e. the part having the 

behavior (exp - iLkir
i
)) is the same as that of the incident plane 

wave. Equation (A.13) defines the S-matrix in these variables. 

The k? in KO all satisfy k? > 0. Substitution of the argument 
1 1 

-0 -0 ° ° (K , n ) for (K , n ) in (A.13) gives 

-0 -0 
A(K,n; K , n ) S(K,n; RO,· ~O) + o(K, KO)o(n, nO). (A.16) 
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The condition, analogous to (A.14), that the two terms in (A.16) 

represent separately the asymptotic incoming and outgoing parts 

of ljJ is 

- -0 -0 
e(K)S(K, n; K , n ) 

-0 ~O 
S(k,n;K,n). 

,where the k? in'KO always satisfy k? > 0. 
1 1 , 

(A.17) 

The wave functions ljJ corresponding to the asymptotic amplitudes 

defined in (A.13) and (A.16) represent solutions that have incoming 

and outgoing parts equal, n;~pectivelY, to· the incoming and outgoing 

parts of the plane wave whose asymptotic amplitude is given in (A.8). 

We now invoke two general principles. The first is the super-

posi tion principle, which asserts that a linear superposition of solutions 

ljJ.isa solution ljJ '. The second is the causality principle that the incoming 

parts of a solution should determine uniquely the outgoing parts. 

Using the superposition principle one can form a solution ljJ' by 

·taking a linear superposition over various values of (KO, nO) the solu~ 

tion ljJthat correspond to the amp'litudes A(K, n; KO, nO) of (A.13). 

, -0 -0 -0 -0 
The weight factor will be chosen to be S(K, n; K

l
, n

l
), for some 

fixed (R~, fI~). Thus the asymptotic amplitude corresponding to ljJ' 

.will be 
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o 0 0 ° -0 -0 -0 -0 
fdK fdn A(K ,n; K ,n )S(K , n ; K

1
; n

I
) 

° 0 ° ° -0 -0 fdK fdn (S(K , n; K ,0 ) + 6(K, K )8(0, n ) 

-0 -0 -0 -0 
x S(K , n ; K

l
, n

1
) 

fdKOfdQOS(K,n; KO,nO)s(RO, ~O; R~, ~~) 

-0 -0 
+ S (K, 0; K

l
, n

l
)· (A.lS) 

The conditions (A.14) and (A.17) entail that the incoming part of 

A'(K,n) is the same as the incoming part of the solution whose 

asymptotic .amplitude is given in (A.16), with (KO,nO) set equal to 

(K~,n~). Thus, by virtue of the causality principle, the asymptotic 

outgoing parts of these two solutions must also be the same: 

o 0 0 ° -0 -0 -0 -0 
fdKlfd"J. S(K,n; Kl,nl)S(Kl , nl ; K , n) 

° 0 8(K,K
l

) 6( n, "l) . 

But then the introduction of the notation 

-.0 -0 -0 -0 - ° 0 ° 0 
S (K , 0; Kl , "l) = S (K ,0 ; Kl • "l ) 

(A.19) 

(A. 20) 

n 

allows one towrite (A.I9) in (A. 20) in the fonn 

S5 = 1. (A.2I) 

Consequently the transfonnation of shifting to the barred coordinates 

takes S to its inverse. The transfonnation that takes (K,n) to 

(K, n) reverses both the signs of all momentum magnitudes and the 

directions. of all the vectors. Hence the associates sets of vectors 

~. are transfonned into themselves. 
1 

-1 
Thus when the functions S and S 

are expressed in terms of these vector arguments one needs two 

separate coverings of the physical region, one for S and one for S-l. 

On the other hand, the points (K,n) and (R, n) lie in two separate 

regions of (k,n) space. These regions are joined at the point where 

all k
i 

= 0. 

The fonnal manipulations given above suggest that there might be 

some sort of analytic connection between the functions S(K, n; K', n') 

defined above in the two disjoint regions k., k: > ° and k., k. < 0. 
1 1 1 1 

One may examine this question in specific models, and in particular 

in nonrelativistic models with real or complex (and local or nonlocal) 

potentials. If the potentials are short ranged, so that the singularities 

near the transition point where all ki = 0 arise exclusively from the 

singularities in the propagators,then the singularity structure near 

the transition point should be correctly represented by perturbation 

theory. 
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Near the two-particle threshold in a theory with one kind of 

-1 
particle the propagator (E - riO) becomes, when the overall center-

of-mass motion is factored out, just a one-particle propagator. This 

+ 
propagator, as it occurs in the functions <p' iR-ip > defined in 

(A.3), is14 

Consequently the functions < piR+ip' > and < piR-ip'>, when expressed 

in terms of the variables (K,~; K' ,~'), will be analytically 

connected, regardless of whether the potential is real or not. This 
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APPENDIX B: FAILURE OF UNITARITY FOR OR1HO AND PARA AMPLITIlDES. 

Let the M function be decomposed into its "unit" part plus the 

remainder: 

M(P'; PII) = Mu(P'; PII) + Mr(P'; PII) (B. 1) 

Then the basic discontinuity equation has the form
4 

M;(P'; PII) - M~(P'; PII) 

JM+ (P'; P) V ·51-( (P; PII)dP, 
r r 

(B.2) 

analytic connection entails a corresponding connection between where V· 5 stands for the product of factors vi· 5. Continuation 

-1 - - - -
S(K,~; K' ,~') and S (K,n; K' ,n') = S(K, n' K', ~'). around the leading threshold is supposed to take the connected part of 

These questions can be discussed in gr'eater depth within the 

context of various special models. However, the point of the above 

, discussion is to note that very general considerations, which lie 

deeper than particular models, strongly indicate that the familiar 

analytic connection between Sand S-l should be maintained indepen-

dently of unitary. 

.M+ (P'; PII) " M (P'; PII) into 
r r 

the connected part of M; (P'; PII). 

The basic topological assuIDptiqn is that the separation of 

M+ (P'; PII) and tv( (P'; PII ) into parts having different topological 
r r 

characters separates the discontinuity equation into parts having 

different topological characters. This entails that the ortho and 

para parts satisfy an equation of the form (B.2), but with only planar 

singularities. 

+ -
The ortho and para parts. of M (P'; PII) and M (P'; PII) have 

r r 

polynomial factors that are specified by the rules given in the text. 

These polynomial, factors have no singularity at the the threshold. 

Thus they are the same for the ortho (resp. para) parts of 

+ - . 
M (P' ; PII ) and M (P'; PII). Moreover, they are the same also for the 

r r 
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ortho (resp. para) part of the right-hand side of (B.2). This 

consequence of our rules leads to an important simplification of the 

discontinuity equations: the polynomial spin factor is the same for 

each tenn, and hence can be factored out. Thus the discontinuity 

fonnula at the ortho or para level becomes, essentially, a discontinuity 

equation for the residual scalar function. 

The polynomial spin factor in the ortho part of M + (P'; P") is 
r 

built of factors u • 0, one for each quark line. For example, a 

quark line whose leading end lies at a vertex associated with a 

variable p. contributes a factor u .• 0 .• ,where u· = p./m., and u. 
1 1 Ct.u. 1 1 1 1 

1 J 

and a
j 

are spinoI' indices associated with the leading and trailing ends 

of the quark line, respectively. 

The polynomial spin factor associated with M~(P'; P") gets from 

this same quark line an identical factor u··o . . However, the 
1 u·u· 

t * 1 J 
function M (P' ; P") = M (P"; P') gets a factor -U.· 0 • ,for real u .. 
.. r r . J u:j.uj . J 

ThIS IS not equal to u··o " nor even proportIonal to It, SInce u· 
1 u· u. 1 

1 J 
and u. are generally non parallel. 

J 

On the other hand, the contribution u· • 0 • from any given 
1 ui~ 

quark line to the ortho amplitude M (P'; P") is the same as the 
r 

contribution u .. 0 • from this same quark line to the Ilennitian 
1 Ct· Ct. 

1 J 
the para contribution to ~1r (P'; P"). Thus the sum of conjugate of 

the ortho and para amplitudes satisfies 

M~O + M~p _ (Mt + Mt ). 
1'0 rP 

(B.3) 
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Hence when the ortho and para parts are combined one recovers the 

familiar Hermitian analyticity relation, generally derived from 

(extended) unitarity. 

Since Hermitian analyticity fails for ortho and para amplitudes 

one cannot expect unitarity to hold for them. 
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Appendix C: Four-Component Formalism 

This appendix transcribes the results obtained above in the 

two-component formalism into the more familiar four-component 

formalism. 

The connection between the two-component and four-component 

formalisms is most easily expressed by using the Weyl representation 

for the four-by-four Dirac matrices. In this representation~ 

an -Gn :) 

, 0 (: :) 
, 0 'a 0 (~ 'n) )J , )J 0)J 0 

C y = 
5 0 :) 

C 0) 0i= 1 (i=1,Z,3) 

o o· 
1 

The two-by-two charge conjugation matrix is 

"--

and gives 

(
0 -1) 

C = -i Oz = 1 0 

C 0 C- l 
)J 

- Tr 
o 

)J 

(C.l) 

(C.Z) 

(C.3) 

" 
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where o (0
0

, -a). Thus 

E 0 (:-1 :) 0 (~ ~) (C.4) 

satisfies E E- l EIr = E t E*, where Tr, dagger, and star 

represent transpose, Hermitian .conjugation, and complex conjugation, 

respectively. The important properties of E are 

EtSE = _ STr (C.5) 

Et CI E = Tr 
(C.6) CI )J )J 

and 

Eto.E = - o. 
1 1 

Tr 
(C.7) 

The free-field operator for Dirac particles of type t is 

where 

and 

( _ J d4
P Z Z 0 W x) - ----. Zrro(p - m )s(p ) x 

CI (Zrr)~ 

A=i,z (U CI (p ,A)e -ipxa(p, A,t) + V CI (p ,A)eipxb t (p,A, -t)) 

(C.8) 

* V(P,A) = EU (P,A) (C.9) 

* U(P,A) = EV (P,A) (C.lO) 
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The charge conjugation operator C is defined so that 

ctw(x)C = Ewt(x) = wC(x) . (C.11) 

The interchange W (x) +->- ~Jc (x) is equivalent to the interchange 

a++b. 

Parity is represented by the operator P, which satisfies 

ptw· (x) P = c.B w· (x) = w~(x) 
1111' 

where ci is the intrinsic parity associated with Wi. 

The time reversal matrix n is 

o .~-1 :) 

and it satisfies 

and 

t n sn = BTr 

n\".n 
1 

Tr 
a· 

1 

nto.n" Tr 
1 °i 

8 E , 

(C.12) 

(C. 13) 

(C.14) 

(C. 15) 

(C.16) 

The Wigner complex conjugation operator K satisfies, for 

all states 'l' and <1>, and all complex numbers a and B' 

: 
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* < K'l'IK<1> >= <'l'I<I> > = <<I>I'l' > , (C.17) 

K(al'l' > + 81<1») * * a I K'l' > + 8 I K<I> > , (C.18) 

and 

K2 = 1. (C.19) 

Defining the operator AK by 

< 'l'IAKI'l' >= < K'l'IAIK'l' > (all'l') (C.2Ga) 

one obtains from application of (C.17), (C.18), and (C.19) to 

< a'l' + B<I>IAKla'l' + 8<1> >, (C. 2Gb) 

with a 1 and Bland i, the result 

< <PIAKI'l' > = < K'l'IAIK<P > (C.21) 

for all 'l' and <1>. The definition of K is completed by taking 

IKx > = Ix> (C.22a) 

and 

IKp > = 1- p> (C.22b) 

in first quantized theory, and by taking 

KWOp(x)K = wop (x) (C.23) 
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and 

KIO > = 10 > (C. 24) 

in second quantized theory. That is, the ket Ix> , the field 

operator w(x), and the vacuum are considered real. Thus in 

first quantized theory if 

< xlw> f(x) 

then 

* * < xl Kw> =<Kxl w> = f (x) , 

whereas in second quantized theory if 

then 

<oll/(x) I'l'>= f(x) 

<OIWCx)IK'l'> 

= < Olw(x)K'l' > 

* = < KOIKw(x)K'l' > 

* = < olw (x)'l' > 

* f (x) . 

The time reveral operator is then 

T=UKT 

(C. 25) 

(C. 26) 

(C.27) 

(C.28) 

(C.29) 

• 
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where 

TtW(x)T = w(xt ), (C.30) 

with xt (- t, x), and 

Utl/!(x)U = (rl w(x)) . 
C! C! (C.3l) 

For any' operator A one may define At by 

< TwIAIT'l' > = <'l'~tl'l' > (C.32) 

for all 'l'. Then arguments similar to those leading to (C.21) 

give 

At = TtKUtAtUKT. (C.33) 

The current and spin operators 

1 . t 
J~(x, t) = 2 [l/! (t, x), C!~l/!(t, x)] (C.34) 

and 

1 t 
(Ji(x, t) = 2-[w (t, x), (Ji l/! (t, x)l (C.35) 

then satisfy 

t - -+ 
J~(t, x) = J~(-t, x) = (JO(-t, x), - J(- t, x)) (C.36) 

and 

t -(J i (t, x) = (J i (- t, x) = - (J i (- t, x) . (C.37) 
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Thus the time reversal operation on the states generates the 

change in expectation values demanded by the physical meaning 

of the operation of time reversal. 

Suppressing the dependence on all other particles one may 

write the S operator for the scattering of a Dirac particle as 

~ 4 4 
Sop = f Wi (x')G(x'; x)w(x)d x'd x. (C.38) 

The operators a(p, A, t) and b(p, ~ t) are normalized by 

<a(p,A, t)at(p',A'. t') >0 =<b(P.A, t)bt(p', A', t') >0 

3 3 ~ ~I) a 
2w(21T) a (p - p au' tt' (C.39) 

wherew=(p2 + m2)1/2, and A and t are the spin and particle-type 

labels. Then the S matrix for the scattering of a Dirac particle 

of type t is 

S(p',A', t: p,A, t) = <a(p',A', t) Sop at(p,A, t) >0 

Ut(pl,A')G(p', - p) U(p,A) (C.40) 

where the type label on G is suppressed. 

.. r~ 

and 
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The spinors in (C.40) are 

U(p, A) 

Ut(p,A) 

V(p,A) 

V
t (P,A) 

( 

1/2. ) (v ·a) ~.,\ 

1/2 . 
(v.;;) 'i\ 

(
~iA (v'a)1/2 ) 

<P
A

(v.0)1/2 

( (v.a)1/2 rpC) 

\C -) (v.a}/2 </I~ 

(

<pc (v'a)1/2 ) 

</I~(v.a)1/2(_1) (C.4l) 

c 
where v = p/m, PO> 0, <p = C</I, <PA('I. = aAd and 

«(v·a )1/2<1» = ~(v'a • )1/2<1> (<p (v. D) 1/2.8 = ~ <P (v. 0&8)1/2 
,\ 8 a 8('1. A ('I. , 1:,\ ) ('I. A ('I. 

etc. 

The M function for the scattering of the Dirac particle is 

defined by 

M(p',t; - p, - t) = (v"a)1/2 S(p', t: P. t) (v'a)1/2. 

(C.42) 
The insertion of (C.40) and (C.4l) gives 

M(p', t; - p. - t) (v', a)~(p', - p) (v ·a) 

+ (v"a)GUL(p',-p)+GW(p'. - p)v'a + GLL(p', - p), 

(C.43) 

where the fOllr-by-four matrix G is written as 

(
~ 

G -
G

W 

~L) 
G

LL 
. 

(C.44) 
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In terms of the mathematical momentum-energy vectors k' and 

k, and the associated vectors u' k' /m and u = kim, Eq. (C. 43) 

can be written 

M(k', t; k, -t) (u" o)CW(k', k)(- u·o) 

+ (u"o)ctIL(k', k) 

+ GLU(k', k)(- u'o) 

+ GLL(k', k) (C.45) 

The four-by-four M function is defined by 

(

M. __ (k" k) M_L(k', k)) 
M(k', k) = -1)U -1) 

MLU(k', k) ~h(k', k) 

( 1 u,.a~ (1 
= G~' ~ . 

u"o 1 '(-u'a) 

(-U"" ~ 
1 

(C.46) 

where the type variables t are now suppressed. The original two

by-two M function is MLL(k', k). The other three two-by-two parts 

are trivially related to MLL(k', k). In particular, one has 

M(k', k) ( 

(U"a)M(k', k~(- u·a) 

M(k', k)( - u·o) 

u'·a M(k', 

M(k', k) 

k)) 
(C .47) 

where the two-by-two and four-by-four M functions are represented 

by the same symbol. These relationships, or (C.46), entail the 

• 
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Dirac equations 

(u"y) filM) (13M) (BM)(- u·y) . (C.48) 

The two-by-two M-function given in (C.42) refers explicitly 

to the physical process involving an outgoing dirac particle of 

type t and an incoming Dirac particle of type t. The function 

G(x', x) in (C.38) describes also the three related processes in 

which the incoming particle is changed to an outgoing antiparticle 

or the outgoing particle is changed to an incoming antiparticle, or 

both. If, for example, the outgoing particle is changed to an 

incoming antiparticle then (C.40) is replace by 

S(:p' ,A' ,-t; p, A, t) 

= < S b t (p , , A " -t) at (p, A, t) >0 
op 

- (Vt(p',A'))G(-p', -p)U(p,A)) 

c 1/2 . 1/2 
<P A, [(v"o) (-l)~(-p', -p)(v·o) 

1/2 1/2 
+ (v"o) (-l)ctIL(-P', -p)(v.G) 

1/2 . 1/2 
+ (v"a) GLU(-p', -p)(v·o) 

+ (v' 'G)1/2GLL ( -p', _p)(v'G)1/2l<P
A 

. (C.40' ) 
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The charge conjugation operator in q,c arises from the convention 

whereby A' is to be contracted onto the right-hand index of the spin 

operator if the particle is an initial particle but onto the left-

hand index of the spin operator if the particle is a final particle. 

The convention for M functions is that the contraction rule is 

independent of whether the particle involved is initial or final, 

but that the sign of the mathematical rest-frame spin vector sr 

occurring in the spin operator sroo is tied to the sign of the 

associated energy component in the manner specified in (2.53). 

Then (C.3) allows the c on q,c in CC.40') to be absorbed into the 

definition of the spin operators. The S matrix corresponding to the 

M function is thus the quantity in the brackets in the last line of 

(C.40'). It is converted to the M function of the process, namely 

to M(-p', t; -p, -t), by multiplying it by the factors (v'oo)1/2 

and (v:o)1/2, just as in (C.42). This gives 

M(-p', t; -p, -t) 

- v' 00 Guu( -p', -p) Voo 

- v'oo GuL(-P', -p) 

+ GLUe -p I, -p) Voo 

+ GLLC-p', -p) . (C.43') 

For initial particles v - u. Thus 

... -:.:.. 
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this equation is a special case of (C.45). Thus the two different 

processes are described by the one function M(k', t; k, -t) defined 

in (C.45) , evaluated in different regions in (k'. k) space. The 

function G(k', k) in these different regions is obtained from the 

Fourier transformation of the single function G(x', x). 

The third case is that in which the original incoming particle is 

changed to an outgoing particle. Then (C.40) is replaced by 

S (p' ,A " t; p, A, - t : ) 

= <a(p',A', t)b(p,A,-t)Sop >0 

- U+(p',A ')G(p', p)V(p,A) 

q,A,[(V'oo)1/2Guu (p', p)(voo)1/2(-1) 

1/2 r~. (' ) + (v'oo) -ULP, p 

+ (v' 00) 1/2GLU (p , , p) (voo)1/2(-1) 

+ 
1/2 1/2 c 

(v'oOJ GLL(P',P)(Vo;J) l<P A. (C.40' ') 

The S matrix corresponding to this M function is the quantity in the 

bracket in the last line.of (C.40"). It is converted to the M 

function by multiplying it by (v l oo)1/2 and (voo)1/2, just as in (C.42). 

This gives 
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M(p'. t; P. -t) 

v'·a GUU(p'. p)(-v.a) 

+ v'·a Gui(p'. p) + GLU(p'. p)(-v·a) + G
LL 

(C.43' ') 

Since both particles are final one has u = v and u' = v'. Thus 

this is also a special case of the function defined in (C.45). 

The fourth and final case is similar. The order in which the 

arguments of the M function are placed is the same as the order of the 

operators that create or annihilate the corresponding particles from 

the vacuum. (See (C. 40), (C. 40'). and (C.40' '), and the corresponding 

equations (C.43). (C.43'), and (C.43").) Then the fourth case gives 

-M(p, -t; -p', t) M(-p', t; P. -t) 

(.,.v'·a) Guu(-p', p)(-v·a) + (-v"a) GUL(-p', p) 

+ GLU(-p', p)(-v·a) + GLL(-P', p), (C.43") 

where the antisymmetry of M under the interchange of sPin-~ variables 

is used. The second part of (C.43") is equivalent to (C. 45), and 

hence the one function M(k'. t; k. r) describes all four processes. 

The formulas given above refer to a single sPin-~ particle. But 

they immediately generalize to the-case of n spin-iparticles: one 

treats each such particle in the manner shown above. 

The parity transformation P defined in (C.12) induces in G(k'. k) 

the change 

G(k'. k) -+ E(1Ti8'8.)G(k', k)( lJ ~8.). 
111 

(C.49) 
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where £ is the product of intrinsic parities at the fields, and 

i runs over the particle-antiparticle pairs. A little algebra 

shows that this transformation on G induces the same trans-

formation on the M function defined in (C.46): 

M(k', k) -+ £ ( ~<'xSi)M(KI ,K) ( ~ <l9 fl) . (C.SO) 
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Consideration of the no-scattering part entails that the product 

of the intrinsic parities of 1jJ. (x) and1jJ:r(x) is unity. Thus the 
1 1 

intrinsic parities of the spin-~ fields drop out of E, as in (2.56). 

Then (2.58) a1101';s (2.55) to be written as 

PM(k', t; k, -t) du'oo)M(K', t; k, -t)(-uoo), (C. 51) 

where € is the product of the intrinsic parities of the scalar 

particles. The parity transformation lC.49) on the function G 

occurring in the expression (C.45) for the two-by-tl';o M flmction induces 

the transformation M -+ PM, with pt.! defined by (C. 51) . 

The antiparticle conjug~tion operation 1jJ(x)+-+1jJc(x) defined in 

(C. 11) replaces S by 
op 

S~p = J«(1jJc(x,))t G(x' xh
c

(x)d
4
x'd4x 

t t .c 4 4 
J{E1jJ (x')) G(x', x) E1jJ'(x) d x'd x 

J1jJt(X)(-EtG(x', x)E)TrljJ(x) d4x'd4x. (C. 52) 

Comparison to (C.38) shows that the antiparticle conjugation operation 

is equivalent to the operation 

G(x', x)....,. GC(x', x) 

( - Et G (x, X ') E) Tr 

- E GTr(x, x')E , (C.53) 

'" " 
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\.;here Tr means transpose in spin space. 

The momentum·energy space version of (C.53) is obtained by 

replacing x and x' by k and k', respectively. This transformation 

on G(k', k) induces on the four-by-four M function defined in (C.46) 

the transfonnation 

M (k I, t; k', - t) +--+ M
C 

(k', t' k, -t) 

_( 1 u'oo~ 
- -E 

u' 00 1 
G
Tr 

(k, 
)( 

1 -uoo) 
k' )E 

-uoo 1 

- E MTr(k, t; k', -t)E . (C054) 

It induces on the two-by-two M function defined in (C.45) the 

transformation M(k', t; k, -t)+->CM(k', t' k, -t), where CM is 

defined by (2.61). 

The parity (or antiparticle conjugation) operation acting on M 

converts it to the M function that describes processes in a conceivable 

world in which the amplitude for any process P is equal to the 

amplitude that the parity inverse (or antiparticle conjugate) of P has 

in the actual physical world. The analogous time reversal operation on 

the four-by-four M function is obtained by making the substitution 

S +-+st, defined by (C.38) and (C.33): 
op op 
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s +-+ st 
op op 

TtKUtst UKT 
op 

t 
TKUf~t(x) Gt(x', x) ~(x') d4x'd

4
x UKT 

= fK(Vl//(xt)U) Gt(x', x) ut~(x,t)UK d4x'd4x 

fK~t(xt)nTrGt(x', x)n~(x,t)K d4x'd4x 

fK~t(x')nTrGt(xt, x,t)n~(x)K d4x'd4x 

f~t (x')nt GTrCxt, x,t)n ~(x) d4x'd4x . (C.55) 

Thus the time-reversal operation on the states or fields is equivalent" 

to the operation on G 

G(x', x)+-+ Gt(x', x) 

ntGTr(x\ x,t)n , (C.56) 

or equivalently 

G(k', k)+-+Gt(k', k) 

ntGTrC_k, -k) n (C.57) 

This transformation induces in the four-by-four M function defined 

by (C.46) the analogous transformation 

.. 
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M(k', k)+->Mt(k', k) ntMTr(_1<, -1<')n. (C. 5 8) 

The transformation (C.57) induces in the two-by-two M function 

defined by (C.45) the transformation 

M(k', t; k, -t) "t-+ TM(k' , t; k, -t) 

= M(-k, t; -k', -t) (C. 59) 

In a model where all particles are constructed from spin-} 

particles the intrinsic parity factor E is unity. Then the product 

of parity inversion, antiparticle conjugation, and time reversal on 

the four-by-four M function gives, by virtue of (C.50), (C.54), 

(C.58), and (C.13), 

M(k', t; k, -t) -> Tep M(k', t; k, -t) 

- M(-k', t; -k, -t) (C.60) 

The same result holds for the two-by-twosubmatrix MLL = M. 

The two-by two M function has one dotted and one undotted index. 

Thus, by virtue of (2.70), the change of the sign of all of its 

vector arguments changes its sign. Thus the two-by-two M function 

is transformed into precisely itself by the product of the T, e, and P 
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transformations. 

The formula (C.60) refers to a situation involving only one 

. 1 . 1 spm-
Z 

partlc e. For the case of n such particles the variables 

k', k, and tare 4n-vectors, or n-vectors, and.the minus sign in 

front of M should be (_l)n. Thus the product of the transformations 

'T,C, mld P again leaves M invariant. 

In carrying out the calculations whose results are summarized 

above it is helpful to recall that the two-by-two function M can be 

expressed as C- l MTrC. If M is a product of Pauli matrices then M 

is obtained from M by transposing the order of these matrices and 

replacing each a
i 

(i = 1, 2, 3) by -a
i

. 

The Lorentz transformation properties of the two-by-two M 

function is indicated by assigning spinor index types according 

to the rule 

M(K', t; k, -t) = MLL(k', t; k, -t) -+ 

MaS(k', t; k, -t) M(k' ,a, t; k,B, -t) (C.6la) 

The transformation properties of several other two-by-two functions 

are indicated by the following assignments: 

M(k, t; k', -t) 

M(K", t; K, -t) 

-+ ~j3(k, t; k', -t) 

-+ l-f i3 (k', t; k, -t) 

MuuCk', t; k, -t) -+ M~(k" t; k, -t) 

MUL(k', t; -k,-t) -+ ~LfiCk', t; k, -t) 

MW(k', t'; -k, t) -+ M
Wa

i3 (k'. t; k, -t). 

~ c 

Cc. 61B) 
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In these equations one may interprete the variables k' and k as 4n 

Vectors, the variables t as n-vecmrs, and the variables a and i3 as 

n-spinors:e.g., '1= (al"" an)' Our convention is that the spinor a 

goes with k' and the spinor i3 goes with k. The quantities on the 

right-hand sides of (C.61) are invariant under the simultaneous action 

-1 -1 
of the spinor transformation (2.9) and (k', k) -+ (L U)k', L (A)k). 

Comparison of (C.61) to (C.47) shows that one may interprete 

(u' '0) and (-u '0) acting on the left and right, respectively, as 

operators that simultaneously raise and dot (or undot) the indices a 

and S, respectively. Then the subscripts U and L on the two-by-two 

functions M(k', t; k, -t) can be dropped and the four-by-four M 

function written as 

M(k', t; k, -t) 

. (.f'(k" t; k. -tJ ,/"(k' t- k -tl) B ' , , 

Ma
i3

(k" t; k, -t) MaSCk', t; k, -t) (C.62) 

In formulas (3.5a) and C3.5b) for the ortho and para amplitudes 

corresponding to quark closed loops the (quark) M functions are just 

the products ~Cui·a) and rC-ui'a) respectively. In both cases the 

individual two-by-two M functions are MLL and their spinor index types 

are as in MaS' However, it is possible to use different choices of 

index type, provided one makes compensating changes in the spin 

operators that occur in (3.5). One convenient choice is to use ~f S 

B . 
for the ortho propagators andM

a 
for the para propagators. Comparison 

of C(62) to (C.47) shows that the ortho propagator is then cas and the 

• i3 
para progator IS I) a . 

•. 
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The propagators can be considered the analogs of the functions 

G of field theory. Thus we write 

° (0 0° 0 

) G = 8 

° ° 
and 

GP =(0°8 

ct 

:) . 

The associated spin factors are 

F? . ( ° ~ ) 1 0 

- ct° 
1 /:2 (si oo ui

oo ) 8 

and 
(i u. 00 s. ocr) 8) . (0 

FP = ~ 1 1 ct 

i/:2\O 
° 

Then one may write, in place of (3.5), 

A(GO, k, s) = - (Tr TI (P?GO) f(k). 
. 1 
1 

and 

A(GP, k, S) (Tr TI (F~GP) f(k). 
. 1 
1 

The sum of the two amplitudes is then 

where 

AO + AP (Tr n(F!G) f(k) 
i 1 

G = GO + GP and F~ = F~ + F~. 
111 

(C. 63a) 

(C.63b) 

(C.64a) 

(C.64b) 

(C.65a) 

(C. 65b) 

(C.66) 

• " 
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Equation (C.40) shows that the four-by-four matrix G occurs in 

t - - t 
the form U GU. The matrix 8G occurs in U8eU, where U = U 8. 

Correspondingly, (C.66) may be written in the alternative form 

AO + AP = - (Tr TI (F~8)(8G)f(k) (C.67) 
i 1 

where 

(

0 8 

8G = ~ o~) 
8 

and 

(C.G8) 

«
-u. 00) (s. 00) a 

F
i
8=i 1 1 8 

° 
° ) - B (s. oo)(U. 00) 0 

1 1 ct 

(C.69) 

Then the contributions AO and AP come from the lower left-hand and 

upper right-hand two-by-two sectors, respectively. 

If the meson corresponding to vertex i is a spin-zero meson then 

si = u
i

' and (C.67) becomes 

F~8 i C- uioO)(Uio;) 

(u. 0;) (u. ocr) 
1 1 

iys (C.70a) 

On the other hand, if the meson associated with vertex i is a spin-one 

meson then uos ° and" 

F~ 8 

where 

(

s. ·0) (u 1 0 0) 
i 1 

° 
Silo uP 

IlP 

(0, .;(UiuJ (C.70b) 
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Thus the coupling of the spin-zero particle to the ortho and para 

(C.71) 

quarks are via the matrices iYS(l + YS)/2 and iYS(l -YS)/2 respectively. 

The couplings of the spin-one particle to the ortho and para quarks 

are via the matrices sl1ol1V uV(l + YS)/2 and s l1 Ol1vu
v
(l - YS)/2, 

respectively. 

This separation of the ortho and para contributions into the two 

orthogonal parts of spin space means that at the zero-entropy level 

the ortho and para quarks are, in effect, distinct entities: they 

are represented by orthogonal states. The rules shown in Fig. 8 

mean that there are also, in effect, two different kinds of mesons, 

one composed of a quark and antiquark of ortho type the other 

composed of a quark and antiquark of para type. 

The close analogy at the zero-entropy level between the ortho-

para types and the flavor types suggests that one should allow, at 

the zero-entropy level, also the mesons built· from. an ortho quark and 

a para antiquark, or from a para quark and an ortho antiquark. The 

coupling of these two new types of mesons will be obtained by filling 

the two empty spaces in the coupling matrix Fi6 of (C.69). Indeed, 

if one goes back to the two-component formalism, and follows the 

normal and natural practice of imposing parity invariance on each 

quark propagator individually, rather than on the process as whole, 

then the function Fi6 becomes 

r. = F. 6 . (" «( -u i '0) (s. :(1)) C! 
1 1 1 " .1 6 

s .. aBC! 

1 

«( -u· '0) s· ·O(u .• 0))6') 
1 1 1. C! 

«s .. 0) (u. '0))6. 
1 1 CI 

(C.72) 

~ 'C. 
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For the case of a spin-zero meson, where si u
i

' the two new 

terms reduce to 

" 
Fi6 i ( 0 

\ u.·o 
1 

-u~.o ) 
iYsh .u~). 

11 1 
(C.73a) 

For the case of a spin-one meson, where u
i 

si 0, the two new terms 

reduce to 

(
Os. '0) 

Fj' 6 = i ~ 1 = 

si'O 0 

iy ·s~ 
11 1 

(C.73b) 

The explicitly appearing spin vector sl1 in (C.70b) and (C.73b) 

can be eliminated, since the index 11 against which it is contracted 

can play an equivalent role. Recall that the summation over the 

three physical spin-one states is represented, as in (3.19), by 

3 
L sPhys 11 sPhys v 

e=l e e 

(_ gl1V + vl1vv) 

3 
L (i s:ath ll) (is,math v) 

e=l e 
(C.74) 

Thus the vectors ismath 
11 in 

e 
(C.70b) and (C.73b) can be omitted and 

the index 11 of 0I1P or Y
I1 

contracted directly onto the metric tensor 

(_ g I1V + //). 

The result can now be compared to the results of Bardakci and 

Halpern,6 who use the standard four-component formalism. The 

complete coupling of the spin-zero meson is via the factor 

.. .. 



r. 
J 

,# 

iYS(l + Y"ll.), 
J 

'" 
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whereas the complete coupling of the spin-one meson is via the 

factor 

r. 
J 

(Y ll - i 0IlPuj). 

(C.7Sa) 

(C.7Sb) 

where u. = k./m = v.sign u~, and v· is the {our-velocity of the meson j. 
J J J J J . 

The sum of all of the zero-entropy amplitudes corresponding to 

a fixed cyclic order of the meson variables is the common scalar 

factor f(k) times the trace of the cyclically ordered product of 

factors r i : 

A(kl , ... kn) =-Tr(rlz' ... rn)fn (kl , ... , k
n
), (C.76) 

These coupling are the coupling associated with positive metric pseudo-

scalar and vector mesons. These mesons are the mesons that are the 

basic particles of the ordered Hilbert space, and thus of the physical 

Hilbert space. 

The factorization property does not hOld for the sum of zero-

entropy amplitudes discussed above. It holds rather for the 

individual zero-entropy amplitudes. An individual zero-entropy 

amplitude is obtained by assigning to each quark line segment of the 

closed loop of, say, Fig. 1 an ortho or para label, and inserting 

an associated factor of (1 + YS)/Z or (1 - YS)/2, respectively, 

between the corresponding factors r
i 

and ri+l of the trace in (C.76). 

• 
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Notice that when a meson is coupled to a zero-entropy function only 

one or the other of the two terms of (C.7Sa) or (C.7Sb) will 

contribute, and this term will be the same at the vertices lying 

on the two ends of the meson connection line, by virtue of the 

identity represented in Fig. 8, and the two similar identities 

associated with the two other ortho-para type mesons. Thus the only 

coupling matrices that enter are those associated with positive 

metric pseudo-scalar and vector mesons. 

The present theory thus resolves simultaneously four serious 

difficulties that have long plagued this kind of approach. These 

problems are S,6 first the apparent necessity for a doubling of 

the pseudo-scalar and vector particles; second, the apparent necessity 

for a parity doublet partner of each of the above mentioned particles; 

third the apparent demand that each of these parity doublet partners 

have the wrong metric (i.e., be a ghost), and fourth the lack of 

any rationale for the empirically observed SU(6)w symmetry of 

vertices. This latter symmetry emerges automatically in the present 

theory for the amplitudes formed as the sum of zero-entropy amplitudes, 

provided all momentum vectors Pj are parallel to the third coordinate 

axis. 
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